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Murray, Ky., Thursd-,

In Our 92nd Year

Afternoon,

April 1, 1971

Jury Says 'No Other
Recourse' For Caney

Fifteen File For
Governor of State
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI)-Fifteen persons filed for Governor
for
of Kentucky as the filing date closed at midnight Wednesday
offices.
statewide
Here is a complete list of the filings:
Governor
Democrats: Wendell H. Ford, Owensboro; Mitchell Stewart
Fannin, Whitley City; Jesse Nicholas Ryan Cecil, Louisville;
William Shires, Erlanger; John E. Knipper, Dayton; Bert T.
Combs, Louisville; Earl Ray McIntosh, Lexington; Robert McCreary Johnson, Louisville; and Wilton Benge Cupp, Covington.
Republicans: Thomas D. Emberton, Frankfort; Samuel Haley
Prather, Valley Station; Reid Martin, Jeffersontovm, and
Thurman Jerome Hamlin, London.
American Party: William E. Smith,.Princeton.
Independent Commonwealth Party: A. B. (Happy) Chandler,
Versailles.
Lieutenant Governor
ge,
Democrats: James W. Rogers, Dayton; John B. Brecidnrid
Paducah.
Lexington; Henry Beach, Louisville; Julian M. Carroll,
Wright
Republicans: Foster H. Spence, Pikeville; Charlie
Elkhorn City; W. James Host, Lexington.
American Party: Robert E. Blair, Greenup.
Secretary of State
Democrats: Mrs. Thelma L. Stovall, Louisville.
ftepublicene: Ketuieth F. Harper, Lakeside Park.
American Piirti:-William E. EfiribeY,-B5pkinsville.-—
Attorney General
Democrats: Ed W. Hancock, Monticello; R. K.(Kam)Grantx,
Louisville; Lambert L. Hehl, Jr., Ft. Thomas; and Anthony M.
Wilhoit, Versailles.
Republicans: Edwin A. Schorering, Jr., Louisville.
Auditor of Public Accounts
Democrats: Miss Mary Louise Foust, Shelbyville
Republicans: J. Robert Miller, Tompkinsville.
American Party: Alvin L. Martin, Fern Creek.
State Treasurer
Democrats: Lyle Leonard Willis, Corbin; Drexell (Drex)
Davis, Frankfort; Cecil L. Cutliff, Bowling Green, and Walter E.
Bromley, Frankfort.
Republicans: Dick Vermillion, Corbin.
American Party: Helen Breeden, Louisville.
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Democrats: C. W. Snider, Brandenberg; Lewis N. Johnson,
Henderson; Lyman V. Ginger, Lexington; and Hames B.
araham, Bowling Green.
Republicans: Mrs. Jevrwell Hamilton; Myron F. Gleberman,
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By H. D. QUIGG
Ga. (UPI)BENNING,
FT.
The Russians are expected to put
The alley court-martial jury
their supersonic transport into
-relived" the My Lai mascommercial service this fall on
in its deliberations and /
sacre
the Moscow-Khabarovsk flight.
Members of the Calloway
"could find no other" recourse
Fellow says this is fine if they can
bring
County Country Club may
than to convict U. William L.
find anyone in a big hurry to get
guest to the open dance to be held
Caney Jr. of murder, one juror
to Khabarovsk.
Saturday night from nine p.m. to
revealed Wednesday night.
one a.m.
"We left no stone unturned in
Many peoplehave wondered why
Reid Hale will play.
High, Distributive Education students left this morning
Murray
deliberation," said Maj.
our
the
allowed
the State Department
the state contemns at Louisville. The are left to right, Decoration's corrunitte is comattend
to
D. Kinard, 33, of
Walter
Irish revolutionary Bernadette
Gary Johnson, Sammy Adams, Robert Walker, David Coker, posed of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Columbus, Ga. "We gave Lt.
Devlin to come to America and
Nita Atkins, Susan Nanny, Rebecca Wager, Vicki Lowery, Joyce Taylor, Dr. and Mrs. J. Russell
Calley the benefit of every
sow seeds of anarchy by
Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hine, and
Greg Lawson.
and
Hopkins,
doubt."
recommending the overthrow of
Dr. and Mrs. Conrad Jones.
The jury of six combat
3ur government. She has now
Chairman for the dance are
Paul Mansfield
tenced Calley, 27, of
officers*n
10)
(March
Ireland
to
returned
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Flood.
to life imprisonFla.,
Miamy
and before granting her another
The planning committee
ment Wednesday, two days
visa she must consult with the
W.
A.
consist of Mr. and Mrs.
em convicting him of murderDepartment of Justice as to
Simmons, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
22 Vietnamese civilians at
g
and
whether her speeches
Maurice Humphrey, Dr. and
My Lai on March 16, 1968. The
)ehavior here could be termed
and
Dr.
s,
Mrs. John Quertermou
vehdict and sentence can be
ncitement to Riot. If so, the visa
Mr. and
C
ated-thentigh
_Fourteen st-iident!,. si Murray the—r-oema Muzzaa.....111FX/4 Wrs.,,ales Hartand
be
Alfred Lindsey.
Paul . Mansfield, 35,
federal courts, and it is subject
High School's Distributive Sweetheart contest held last mrs.
morning to review by the secretary of
barber, announced
Woman's
the
at
Education program left today for month
4bout D. C. Gun Law: "With
that he has filed tp run for a the Army.
p Clubhouse, will participate in the
State
Leadershi
annual
the
Washington
the
fanfare,
-nuch
position on the 7Murray City Kinard, a decorated Army
Conference of the Kentucky Ky. DECA sweetheart contest.
D. C. city council enacted a
Council.
, Ky.
Brownfield
Lee
e
Mary
the
of
Distributiv
Miss
airborne officer who served two
Association
•strict gun-registration law' two
Mansfield, bo lives at 1215 tours in Vietnam, said "every
of America State DECA sweetheart for 1970.Clubs
Education
show
records
Police
ago.
years
ve with his wife, hour of that operation (My Lai I
DECA to be held in Louisville 71, will crown the newly selected Donald Story, assistant music Peggy Ann
that since February, 1969, when
Anita, anti son and daughter, has been relived in a jury
conference.
the
1-3.
during
State
April
queen
Inn
Stouffer's
Murray
at
at
professor
the 'tough' new law went into
will be running in deliberation room."
present a faculty Greg • Dana,
The juniors and seniors
effect, some 35,000 guns have
Lowery is one of 17 University, will
Vicki
Miss
B.
War
'Looked For Innocence'
enrolled in this vocational
Sunday at 3:00 p.m. in the
been registered. Prior to 1969,
candidates selected from the recital
is,a former secretari of the "We looked for anything that
education program offered in
half -of the fine arts
recital
however, when gun registration
of
officer
state
a
for
was
and
state to run
urray Jaycees
would prove Lt. Caney inhigh school have established a
on the campus.
was voluntary, about 75,000 had
:secretary of the Calloway County nocent," Kinard said. "I could
the Ky. Association of DECA. The building
spor(the
of
in
is
field
objective
recital
career
clarinet
229
The
of
Out
registered!
been
is to be held during the
Fair board for two years. He is find no other thing to come oi
merchandising, marketing and election
&Ted by the department of
murders in the Nation's capital
conference.
been active in the Murray with than that verdict w(
also
this
adof
no
purpose
be
The
will
retailing.
music, and there
last year, 1119 Involved the use of
Association for severe returned."
Baseball
of
Miss Jo Anne Roberts is one
program is to encourage free
mission charge.
firearms. Police „officials re
years.
to
state
to
the
and
from
finalists
economic
irame
The jury, which deliberated
five
enterprise
who
Story.,
few
exceptions,
ported that, with
almost 80 hours spread over V.'
awareness through individual compete for a four year :Murray State in 1:k7 to teac
the guns were unregistered.. The
days to convict Caney, returned
instruction, studies in marketing scholarship at a Ky. University woodwinds and music education,
reason: Criminals don't register
Consumer
Ky.
Masters
successful
by
the
to
and
offered
exposure
projects,
Bachelor
the
holds
of
SCHEFtLE
BILL
;Continued on Page Ten)
guns."-Rep.
business leaders and practical Finance Association.
of Music Edcation degrees from
Iowa.
Ludlow.
experience in business establish- Voting delegates to the con- Witchita State University with
American Party Party: Thomas N. Golden, Louisville.
ments, according to Robert ference are: Sammy Adams, additonal graduate study at the The Licensed Practical Nurses
the
on
TV
expose'
recent
In a
C,ommissioaer of Agriculture
Greg Lawson, Ronnie Barnett, University of Arkansas and Association will meet Monday
Newcomb, DECA advisor.
Mathis,
C.
ecology, a film called "Say
Henry
Frankfort;
Butler,
P.
Wendell
Democrats:
Niukatatos„,and Rebecca Witar.
Illinois University.
April 5,at 7:30 p.m. in the con'&awed * mother polar -Lopirsomppec C. diassold Bray, kfamicalio; meal Fromm&
Goodbye'
MIsSVagar is also secfetary
tillritillt
arTgteu
room of the murray
He is a ifienTfW-ff-reff
-Plb beIfig slain
bear aniig
Ky.
Eloceksznith, Frankfort.
West
Regional Alpha, national honorary music Calloway County Hospital.
regional, state and national the
Burns,
Allen
hunters from an airplane, while
Ben
;
Republicans: R. K. Keith, Hodgenville
contest all designed 'to stimulate Association of DECA.
Dr. Prue Kelly, radiologist,
fraternity,and Kappa Kappa Psi
her two cubs watched helplessly Owensboro.
and motivate classroom interest, Robert Walker will participate national honorary fraternity for associated with the Houstonand were orphaned. The Alaska
Clerk of the Court of Appeals
ment, and as a song and instrumental bandsmen. He serves as faculty McDevitt Clinic, Inc., and the
and career encourage
Game Commission reported that
Democrats: Paul Lynch, Louisville; Ed Hahn, Lexington,
vocational competence. Awards contestant in a talent contest to advisor to the student chapter of Murray-Calloway County The roadblock sponsored t-o,
NBC,
over
shown
scene,
the
Mrs. Frances Jones Mills, Gray.
for out- be held during the conference. Music Educators Nationa Hospital, will be the gues 41pha Sigma Alphs soci a
Jr., are given to students
actually was a bear being
Republicans: Chester Rigsby, Louisville; Elmer Begley,
hments,
accomplis
Chaperons for the group will be Conference.
standing
speaker on the subject, sorority boosted the local He'
tranquilized for tagging, and she Hyden; and Douglas Mosely, Columbia.
Robert Newcomb, teacherNewcomb said.
by a-oss fund drive by $383.24
Detected
"Diseases
picked up her cubs and wandered
American Party: Helen L. Bolton, Danville.
The following students from the coordinator of D. E. at Murray
according to an announcement te
Radiology".
w.vay after the "slaughter."
MEET
SPANISH
local chapter of DECA have High, Clifford Harrison, student
All nurses are urged to attend Bruce Thomas, campaign fun,:
for
reception
and
of teacher of D. E. from Murray An initiation
privilege
the
earned
chairman.
the meeting.
representing Western Kentucky 'State University, and Bill Coker, members of Sigma Delta Pi,
Pledge class members wh.
be
will
society,
honor
Spanish
by winning 1st or 2nd place at the Computer Systems Analyst at
assisted were Ceclia Simmons
seven
at
2,
April
Friday.
held
regional conference heJd last MSU.
Sheila Eckstein, Debbie Jones
Transportation for the group p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
month in Paducah.
Pam Allcock, Joyce Thomas
Beth Tuck, Rosemary Scott, Gary Johnson nd place- has been provided by Carroll James C. Williams, 1303 Doran
Linda Phillips, Debbie Lesbird,
and Linda Boyd-all from Advettising layout.
Murray.
Road,
Volkswagen of Murray.
Sharon Moore, Diana Janes,
user of TVA power Murray-have been initiated intc
oiggest
Mary Lee' Brownfieles-Ist'
John Edd Walker, general among the cooperatives in
Coventry, R. I.-Army Private Anita Spratt, Khadra Cain, Lind;)
p of Sigma Sigma place-Sales Demonstration.
manager of the West Kentucky Kentucky, and the third largest membershi
L. Harrell, son of Mrs Myatt, Jane Draffen, Be-.Jimmy
social sorority at Murray
Vicki Lowery-2nd placeRural Electric Cooperative, has co-op user, throughout the entire Sigma
Marguriette Harrell, 903 Poplar Britnell, Patty Elias, Jaynf
University.
State
co-op's 20,000
Studies in Marketing -Service
assured the
St., Murray 'recently was Scott, Michelle Grossmann, and
system
Miss Tuck, a freshman horn( Industry.
as a supply clerk with Donna Shirley.
members they need not fear for The average residential West
assigned
major received the
David Coker-lst placelack of power, and at the same Kentucky RECC consumer uses economics
Headquarters Battery of the 24th The girls maintained stations
the
She
is
Award.
Scholarship
Studies in Marketing-Petroleum
time challenged them to join in 15,954 killowatt hours each year.
Artillery Group near Coventry, at Five Points and 12th and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Industry.
Sycamore last Saturday from
Monday
on
I.
R.
the fight to curb pollution.
this
session
to
attend
is
will
addicts
usage
ex-drug
electric
of
A
team
l
"Residentia
Tuck of 218 Woodlawn. Jo Anne Roberts-lst place903
at
10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
lives
Debbie,
"Most of us have been rather higher in the Tennesse Valley, Richard
His
wife,
;evening.
the
at
present a panel discussion
, is the
Studies in Marketing -Variety Calloway High and Murray High The ex-addicts are residents of
concerned in recent months and particularly in Kentticky, Miss Scott, a sophomore
plar St., Murray, also and his Sorority members and Ree
John
Mrs.
and
Mr.
on Cross officials were gratified and
Stores.
about TVA being able to supply than any other area in the United daughter of
Schools on Monday. April 5, the National Insititute of Mental father, Pat L. Harrell, lives
of 714 Main.
pleased with the response, they
Susan Nanny-lst place Area according to an announcement by Health Clinical Research Center Route 2, ICirlisey
the Valley with electrical power States," Walker said. "TVA has Ed Scott
A freshman, Miss Boyd was of Distribution Manual.
said
this year due to a coal shortage," ample reserves and even though
Ideal Pledge. She is the Miss Joyce Hopkins, winner of Willard Alls.chariman of the in Lexington.
Thomas said that the tote'
Walker said. "The coal situation, electric rates have increased named
Ca lloway County Council on Drug Ails said this is one of the many
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
however, has improved greatly,
Tillected is now $3,014.21 with
which the
methods
team's
the
of
educational
sponsor
Education,
Boyd of 1004 Sharp,.
nany solicitations unreported
and TVA has been able to in- (Continued on Page Ten)
local council is using in its at'She-Male' Contest Is
appearance hers.
crease its supply of coal even
"This is a long way from our
the
community
educate
to
tempt
at
the
be
The ex-addicts will
goal of $9,945." he said, "and we
during the peak of the heating
the
said
Scheduled Here Tonight Calloway
He
abuse.
drug
preach
on
will
Taylor
Tim
Rev.
County High School on
season."
task and celebrate Holy Communion urge all workers to stay on the
The "She-Male" contest will be Monday morning starting at council is charged with the
job. We are confident that if all
"At the present time." Walker
preventive
at the St. John's Episcopal
held tonight (Thursday).at 7:30 eight o'clock. The same panel of making available
Red Cross friends make their
contunued, "TVA has under
.
information
and
and
education
Main
at
State
located
Murray
School
Church.
High
p.m. in the
it/1115e at the Murray
soon we will be able to
donations
construction more than twice the Calloway County feed grain the producer will note which seed
citizens
all
urges
council
The
Sunday,
Palm
Broach Streets, on
University auditorium, spon- on Monday afternoon starting at
for next year."
fund
our
services
amount of capacity than it takes framers who are unable to obtain dealers he tried to obtain blightattend
to
parents
especially
and
April 4, at 10:30 a.m.
sored by the Kappa Delta one p m
to serve the city of New York." enough blight-resistant corn.seed resistant corn seed from," the
session at The guest preacher is from He reminded citizens that all
evening
Monday
the
sorority.
Red Cross services are funded by)
West Kentucky RECC is the to plant 45 per cant of their feed county chairman noted.
An open-house session with the Murray High School to hear the
Visitors are welcome to
This "beauty contest" is oplat ex-addicts team will be held at story these people have to tell Paducah.
voluntary
donations. Those who
certify
also
will
receive
may
producer
base
The
said.
grain
attend, a spokesman
to any group or organization that the Murray High auditorium on
have not been personally conlife with drugs and
their
about
'prevented planting credit'. he was unable to obtain sufficent
,.
wishes to enter a "she-male" 'Monday, April 5, at seven p.m.
tacted should mail their conhow their lives have been afaccording to 011ie C. Hall, blight-resistant corn seed to plant
according to the advanced All citizens of Murray are invited
tribution to Box 488, Murray.
fected.
chairman of the Calloway County at least 45 per cent of his farm's
publicity. tickets at fifty cents
feed grain base."
ASC Committee.
will be available at the door.
each
Cloudy, windy and warm "This means that producers County ASC Committees will
is invited.
The
public
weather will prevail in Kentucky who qualify and make the check with local seed dealers and
scattered
and
action
not
will
showers
n
the
of
certificatio
with
notify producers
required
today
The Murray-Caw* County
A Ring In Your Visor?
thunderstorms.
have their • feed grain bases taken by the Committee on the
League will hold a "Worker
Dry
and
Mostly cloudy tonight
reduced for failure to plant requests for 'prevented planting CLEVELAND (UPI ) .1-• ason Tuesday, April 6,
Workshop"
credit.'
Friday with showers ending and corn," Hall said.
sembly line worker pi:''ing
at the First Baptist
p.m
7-00
at
receiving
"Blight-resistant corn seed is .adding into sun visors - an
cooler early tonight and east "Farmers
Murray Livestock Company,
Church
itly
seed (normal auto parts plant acca.•
N
'prevented planting credit' may either
portion Friday.
All persons that have signed Inc. has gained recognition as a
Gusty southerly winds 25 to 35 plant the acreage which would cytoplasm) or B seed (blend)," ;turfed his $350 diamond • mg
volunteer worker cards and Certified Livestock Market,
into one of the visors.
miles per hour shifting to nor- have been put into corn to other Hall concluded.
others who wish to accept an according to an announcement
David D. McDonald Jr an
thwesterly late today and tonight. crops if they choose, providing
assignment should plan to attend today by the trade association
Now You Know
?mploye of the Fisher Body
Highs today mostly In the 70s. they are not quota crops," he
this meeting a spokesman said. offices in Kansas City.
a
in
fatality
The first
plant here, said he notice,' the
Lows tonight 40s west to 50s east. added.
"Residents of the county who The Murray Livestock Comflight was U. ring
was missing several • /Las
Highs Friday mostly in the 50s. To qualify for 'prevented powered aircraft
wish to assist in this campaign pany, joins the nearly 800 comin
died
who
Selfridge,
Thomas
and several hundred 019nrs
planting credit' a producer who
are urged to attend along with petitive livestock markets across
, D.C., after he lost
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
it
has a farm with an eligible feed a crash near Washington
residents of Murray," explained the nation serving the livestock
flight piloted "We tried to find it. We
Fair Saturday. Showers grain base must file a request at Sept. 17, 1908, on a
Wayne Williams, Chairman of industry under the Code ef
looked at all the visors but
Sunday and over east portion of the County ASCS Office not later by Orville Wright.
Dry League Steering Com- Business Standards of Certified
the
CORRECTION
night. than 15 days after the end of the
because of all the paddu the
the state Sunday
on makhii mittee.
proclamati
Livestock Markets.
a
signing
shown
is
Ellis
Mayer Flamm
An error occurred in the letter ring would not sti(1( ut,"
Decreasing cloudiness Monday. normal planting period for corn
Education Day In Murray. With Mayor
Williams reported that 250 The market, under the
Drag
5,
April
Monday,
A.
Erwin.'
W.
from
Ii)
Sunday
the
editor
McDonald said.
in the county. For Calloway
Cool Saturday. Warmer
Drug Council, persons attended
in- ownership of William:E. Dodson
an
Ellis are Willard Ails, left, chairman of the local
"if I The visors were shipped
21
Ex-addict formatihnal meeting on Tuesday and Howard Matheny serves its
and cooler Monday. Lows in the County, the deadline for 'Ming The letter should have stated
Center.
Health
Mental
local
the
with
worked in Murray", rather than different GM assembly ants and Don Brock
3it.; Highs low 50s Saturday rising requests is June 11, Hall said.
and an evening, March 30, at the 7th and trade area with regular Tuesday
will be at Calloway and Murray High Schools on Monday
into the 60s Sunday returning to ..The request form is available '•I work in Murray" Mr. Erwin and will be placed on • car
sales.
School on Monday evening. Poplar Church of Christ
High
Murray
at
planned
is
house
open
__Wilt this week
at the County ASCS Cake. On it works in Mayfield._
.
the 504eMol
-

Open Dance Planned
At Calloway Club

vir=1

DECA Student's Attending
State Meet, Louisville

Paul Mansfield
Files For City
Council Position

Story To Present
Recital On Sunday

Dr. Prue Kelly Is
Nurses' Speaker

Funds Are
ted
By Sorority

From Murray
No Power Shortage Seen Three
Initiated, Tri-Sig
For RECC Users—Walker

Jimmy L. Harrell
Assigned Recently

Ex-Drug Addicts To Give
Discussions Here Monday

'Prevente -Planting Credit' Is
AvaiIabI, Feed Grain Producers

_The Weather

Rev. Tim Taylor
To Preach Sunday

Dry League To
Hold Workshop Murray Livestock

INamed Certified
Livestock Market

-
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Communication Is Vital
Regardless of the difficulty being encountered at
Murray State University between the Board of
Regents and the student body and regardless of the
logic either side is using, the need for communication between the two is vital to the continued
success of the university.
Of course there is no "parent-child" relationship
there, but we could draw a parallel in the case of a
real parent-child relationship. Any parent knows
that regardless of what happens in his family, he
must be able to communicate with his child if any
meaningful results are to be obtained.
By the same token, the president of the university
and the Board of Regents must be able to communicate with the students. There has to be an
understanding of one another and just how far the
rights of each extends.
The great majority of university students are
— responsible, tlean,-and have altaal in sight.These students can think and can ask penetrating
questions.
A complete understanding, however, distasteful
the facts might be, will lead to harmony. We have
come to learn that when people understand a
problem or issue completely, they can then make a
decision based on fact and logic. -- If the students understand the role of the Board of
Regents and what is expected of them by the state
and by law, they can more easily live with Whatever
regulations are handed down by the Board.

Today
Ten Years Ago
TDIZII
LIMON= a

FIZZ

Deaths reported are Tosco Paschall, age 63, Mrs. ,Palica
•
Carraway, age 75, and Luther Fisk, age 79.
'
Dr. A. D. Butterworth, Health Officer, said a food service school
will be conducted by the Calloway County Health Department on
April 5,6, and 7.
The grand opening of the all new Maple Leaf Restaurant at 304
Maple Street will be held April 4.
Showing at the Murray Drive Inn Theater are April 2,3 and 4 is
•• Cecil B. DeMille's "The Ten Commandments".

Mental Illness Treatment
People want to know what
mental illness is, what its past
and present show, and what is
going on in treatment and in
programs to combat this major
public and individual health
enemy.
This we know from mans.
thousands of inquiries, letters,
phone calls, visits, and surveys
and studies. To help in giving
people this kind of information,
we have recently revised and
updated a popular publication,
"Mental Illness and Its Treatment."
First, it tells how mental illness used to be looked upon. On
the walls of caves and on
papyruses dating back thousands of years before Christ (for
example the Ebers Papyrus of
1550 B.C.), there were troubled
descriptions of mental illness.
The Ebers Papyrus had a line,
". . . his mind raves through
something entering from
above." This is taken to be illustrative of the early attribution of mental illness to evil
spirits.

LEDGES a TUNIS MA

Today, we have a vast body
of knowledge upon which to
base attacks upon mental illness
and, indeed, upon all of the
problems of society.
For primitive man, just working his way out of living in
caves, with all of the great discoveries still ahead that in themselves made the bridge between
primitive and modern man
(from the discovery of fire to
creation of the wheel), it was
not so easy.
The newly revised booklet
tells the story of man's struggle
to understand and cope with
mental illness, from the "Beal;
lam" of terrors of early mental'
asylums (hospitals) for tbs.'
insane, on through America's
colonial times and up to the
present.
"Mental Illness and Its Treatment" (Public Health Service
Publication No. 1345, Revised
1970) is a I4-page booklet and
is available for 15 cents a copy
from the SiDerintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.
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33 US. KILLED,
76 WOUNDED IN
FOG-SHROUDED
ATTACK ON BASE
25 MILES INLAND
FROM CHU LAI
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CAMBODIANS SEEK
TO OPEN ROUTE 4,
OVERRUN FROM
PICH NIL PASS
TO KIRIROM

WSIX-TV
Ghossist

We would like to express our
opinion on the verdic handed
down to Lt. William Calley by the
U. S. Military Cowl.
We are opposed to the war in
utheast Asia but we feel that if
we are going to fight that our men
be allowed to fight and kill the
enemy without fear of a court.
martial for their actions. Our
fighting men have enough
problems such as not being able
to tell who the enemy is and
operating in unfamiliar territory
without worrying about being
charged with murder because of
the stress and strain encountered
in a combat zone.
In all wars innocent people will
be killed and incidents such as
My Lai will occur but should our
men be penalized for a build up of
fears caused by the Viet Cong's
indiscriminate use of women and
children-as- soldiers. Often the
Viet Cone will booby trap babies
and little children to play on the
sympathy of the soft-hearted
Americans who don't like to see
children harmed; the results are
fatal for the soldier. Incidents
such as this would cause the
soldiers to become afraid of all
Vietnamese and be induced to kill
ill that are not known to be
friendly.
For the above reasons we
believe that -theAsestment and
verdict given to Lt. William
Calley was unfair and unjust.
Sincerely yours,
Concerned Murray High Students
Pat Ryan, Po Po Anderson,
Ronnie Dunn, Bill Wilder •and
Ralph Story.

MORNING PROGRAMS

So teach us to number our days, that we may apply our hearts
unto wisdom.-F'salm 96:12.
Time on earth is so short let us not be guilty of wasting one
•' minute of it on unworthy pursuits.

By United Press International
Today is Thursday. April 1
the 91st day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Venus,
Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercury and Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aries.
Sergei
composer
Russian
Rachmaninoff was born April 1,
1873,
ittetory:. .
Tri 1856' •Ciric4nnati, °hid.
began paying its fire depart.
ment a regular salary. Ordinary firemen drew $60 a year.
In 1918 the Royal Air Force
was founded and two months
later Britain began bombing
industrial targets in Germany
from French bases in World
War I.
In 1932 Virne Mitchell, 19.
became the first woman to sign
with an all-male baseball team.
She signed as a pitcher with the
Chattanooga, Tenn., club.
In 1963 the 11.4eday New York
City newspaper strike, longest
in the history of the industry at
that time, came to an end.

RUNNING AGAIN — A. B.
(Happy) Chandler (left),
two-time governor of Kentucky and former major
league baseball commis-sioner, hands his petitions
of candidacy to Secretary
of State Kenneth Harper in
Frankfort as he prepares to
seek the governorship
again as an independent.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-Stare Market News
Service
Tuesday March 30 Murray,
Kentucky.
MMurray livestock market:
livestock weigned on arrival.

Delight in observing the poeJiy anti- promise of a
well-tuned leg has been an emotion that seemed
always to be peculiar to males. Speakers for
Women's Lib now reveal that females, too, get a
sexy kick out of a leg, provided it is knobby-kneed,
muscle-bound, hairy, and of course, if it belongs to
the opposite sex.
"His legs are as pillars of marble, set
upon sockets of fine gold."
-Solomon's Song. V. 15

MULL IEVILRY GRA111

Mee ISIS
Murray Marble
--..%miss
SUILDIIRS OP PINS
MIMORIALS
Pert*. WINN, - Menses.
111 Maple St

753-2512

COLLECTORS' DOLLARS
SAN. FRANCISCO (UPI)The United States today mints.
the first silver dollars made
since 1935
The first 150 million Eisenhower dollars will be about 40
per cent silver and are
designed for collectors.
General circulation cartwheels. which will be minted
here, in Philadelphia and
. will consist of cupranickel. an alloy of copper and
nickel No data has been set for
the first minting
cket .dollars
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COMPARED TO LAST WEEK.
Slaghter cows and vealerssteady,
feeder steers 1.00-2.00 higher.
Slaughter cows: Utility 20.5°22.00, cutter 18.75-20.50, canner
16.25-18.75.
Vealers: C'hoice 180-240 lbs.
40.00-45.00.
Feeder steers: Choice 300-400
lbs. 39.00-41.00 with a few selected
high choiceup to 46.50, 400-500
lbs. 36.00-30.00. Mixed good and
choice 300-400 lbs. 36.00-39.00, 400500 lbs. 33.00-36.00, 500-600 lbs
31.00-33.00.

by Carl Ribist Jr.

PANAVISIONR Color by DE line
.

A thought for today: German
philosopher Friedrich Wilhelm
Nietzsche said, "Blessed are
the forgetful: For they get the
better ever of their blunders."

Cattle this week 110
Calves this week 19

Isn't It The Tiiithi

The Great
White Hope

ncr;(11re

':00

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Nominated for Best Actor, Actress
Academy Awards

The. Almanac

r.......

,
a,:

The body of Ptc. Billy R. Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Burkeen of Dearborn mich.,formerly of Calloway County, will be
returned to Murray on April 5 for funeral and burial services. He
was killed to action in Korea on August 23, 1950.
Ben Dickson, age 89, died March 30 at his home on Kirksey
Route Two.
Robert Moser, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Moser, Sr.. left today
for Frankfort where he will start training for work with the State
Police.
Dr. A. D. Wallace, Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr. A. H. Titsworth, and
Dr. H. M. McElrath are attending the State Dental Convention to
Louisville.
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Nicklaus meets
all challenges

Golf Team
In Cape
Coral Meet

MSU Baseball Team
Splits Doubleheader

Murray State's baseball te
shown a potent attack and
opened a 16-game homesta
adequate defense during their
a early games, but the pitching
by
splitting
Monday
In the Nicklaus of today we
By JACK MURPHY
By United Press International
doubleheader with Northwestern, staff, expected to be one of the
are seeing a man who will be
Copley News Service
The Denver Rockets and the
2-1, 5-6. The Racers will play best at Murray in recent years,
such
with
remembered
Texas Chaps play winner-takeIt was Bobby Jones who once demigods as Walter Hagen,
The Murray State golf team three games with Northwestern, hasn't rounded into top form yet.
all tonight at Denver.
said of Jack Nicklaus that he is Bobby Jones and Ben Hogan.
will play in the Cape Coral, Fla.. four with Vermont, two with Going into the Northwestern
Both teams won Wednesday the only golfer who should be
And he is not without honor
Invitational tournament, April 1- North Dakota, six with Purdue, series, the Racers were hitting
night in the American Basket- required to play with a han- among his peers. Gene Littler,
and one with Vanderbilt during .265 as a team. Freshman catcher
4.
ball Association regular season dicap.
Murray State will enter track 1
the home-stand which will con- Rick Weisman had connected 15
for example, isn't given to
finale to tie for fourth place in
The tournament will be the clude April 10.
Nicklaus is to golf what extravagance but he is awed by men in six individual events and Southeast Missouri 79-66. Murray
of the 23 times he had been at bat
the Western Division. They Arthur Rubinstein is to the
the 440, 880, mile, and sprint won 10 events in beating second of the season for the During this period, NorNicklaus.
for an average of .652. Jack Glass
and
meet in a one-game playoff piano. He has the surest touch
ey relays at the University Southeast Missouri, Krejci
"I think he's the best !layer
Racers who finished seventh in thwestern will also play Ver- had hit .364, Steve Seltzer .306,
tonight to determine the last and makes the most wonderful in the game. He not only gets f Kentucky Relay this weekend. McGinnis taking two events each. the Louisiana State Invitational mont, Vermont will play North
and Dave Bradford and Ron
great distance, he gets it with
playoff slot in the West.
Individual entries will be Krejci won the mile in 4.12.8 and two weeks ago.
music.
Dakota, North Dakota will play Rudnick .304. Seltzer had 8 RBI's
14:13.0.
He is a golfer for the ages. control. There are other guys
John Barnhill had 29 points
anville Buckley in the long the three-mile in
Purdue, and Purdue will play
and Ed Parish 7 each.
Playing for Murray in the 72- Lambuth, Vanderbilt, Bethel, and Glass
who hit it just as far or farther, jump and triple jump, Tom McGinnis won the 100-yard dash
and Bryon Beck added 28 as And,thankfully, he has a sense
led the team in doubles
Weisman
22.2.
in
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the
the
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and
out
it
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put
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in
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Corky
won
they
be
but
will
Nicklaus
Lkiiig
Coral
When
Cape
history.
hole
of
the Rockets beat the New York
illiams in the triple jump,
and Union on the Murray field. with 4 and in home runs with 3.
park a couple of times a round. Morris is the pole vault, Pat McGinnis also ran both the 440 Taylor, Chris Pigott, Mike Reitz,
Net and Don Freeman's 31- the British Open on the Old
The split with Northwestern
best
Marcoullier, Paul gives the Racers a 5-6 record for Mike Holland, 3-0, had the
point effort carried Texas to a Course in Scotland last July, Jack has a tremendous ad- Verry in the 440-intermediate and mile relay teams which won Vernon
•tchi,ng record.
in
place
was
vantage.
third
evident.
a
motivation
his
and
took
.
and
handily
Krejci
Mattingly.
Mike
and
-Celan°,
Jim
133-129
over
the
triumph
urdles, and
the season. The Racers have
"If he keeps his incentive, I Gregg Fullerton in the three-mile the javelin. He beat OVC champ
"If you're going to be a
Indiana Pacers. In the only
break all kinds of
he'll
think
who
be
will
rememplayer
in-ameet
Turner for the second
other games, Memphis beat
and the six mile runs.
records. He'll probably win
reams will come from re in the 220
Carolina 123-106 and Virginia bered," he said, "you have to
Relay
more major championships
win at St. Andrews."
sprinters LeeRoy McGinnis, Ashstopped the Floridians 131-123.
Other Murray winners against
There are indications that than anybody ever has."
The Nets, who finished third
man Samuels, Randy Smith,
Nicklaus will be an honored
Southeast were Turner in the 440
Jefferson
Thomas
When
Tommie
and
Sowerby,
star
without
Fred
in the East, played
name in golf until the day when
Avith a 48.3; Buckley in the long
declared that all men are Turner.
Rick Barry, who averaged 35 all
is lost and the world
equal, he revealed
created
year. The reason they think NEW YORK (UPI)—Dick
has won both its out- Jump with a 22-0; Sowerby in th6
Murray
points a game against the is destroyed by poison and
By MILTON RICHMAN
himself as a nongolfer.
is Lew Alcindor. "I am Motta has made his second
that
this season, beating 880 with a 1:56.4; and Morris in
meets
door
Rockets this season, and Manny pollution. So long as there is
UPI Sports Writer
Perhaps there is equal opa 14-6.
with
the
pole
vault
and
81-64
Illinois
man and it takes more monthly contribution to the
one
only
Leaks. Sonny Dove led New time for frivolity and laughter, portunity for golfers, but the Western
(UPI)—Le
man to win a National Basketball Association
YORK
one
than
NEW
York with 31 points and Billy they'll be raising a glass to
talent isn't equally distributed.
for coffers.
sleep.
to
you
put
championship
basketball
can
Alcindor
Paultz had 26.
Nicklaus in the musty, highIts as though the Lord said to
That's how smooth he is.
any team," says Milwaukee's The fiery Chicago Bulls'
Freeman hit 12 straight ceilinged rooms of the Royal
Arnold Palmer, "You will be
The last two professional Soph center. "If we are to win coach was hit with a $1,500 finepoints during the fourth quarter and Ancient and wherever men
ABA Standings
greatly beloved, you will have
I can think of whc it will take a collective five- Wednesday by NBA Commisathletes
to help the Chaps stop the beat sticks against the ground.
International
By United Press
riches and fame, and Jack
sioner Walter Kennedy for
with the same easy man effort."
performed
old
years
31
only
is
Nicklaus
Pacers, the Western Division
East
Nicklaus will teach you
grace were Joe DiMagjiio and -There is a current article in a "outrageous conduct" in his
slid already he has won 11
titlists.
L.
GB
W.
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came
humility." Then Nicklaus
IGahringer and...Jiang rational magazine. wt'leaves club's 106-4 playoff victory •
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e-Virgbitir"- 55 29 .855
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the
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He
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before
and
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Texas while Bob
44 40 .523 11
Kentucky
won't have great popularity but
the
wind Alcindor isn't exactly enthralled Sunday afternoon.
Mel Daniels each had 21 for the to *in the four big ones —
40 44 .476 15 everybody figured they'd
skills like no
New
have
York
will
you
U. S. Open, the British Open,
up where they did—in the Hall playing in Milwaukee. Speaking The fine was the second in
Pacers.
47
18
.440
37
other."
Floridians
and the Masters — at
about the story he says it failed two months for Motta, who was
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UPI) Pittsburgh
Charlie Williams' 35-point the PGA
36 48 .429 19 of Fame.
There is no point in resenting
Truly, he is a man
twice.
least
Milwaukee
the
Alcindor,
Lew
to include everything he said hit for $1,000 on Feb. 2 after
performance led Memphis past
34 50 .405 21
Nicklaus. It's just not his —The spectre of Gary Player Carolina
apart.
Bucks' pride and joy and the which, had it been included, being ejected from a game.
over
shadow
ominous
an
West
cast
Carolina. Steve Jones had 25
nature to play to the galleries
If Arnold Palmer was the
NBA's MVP and leading scorer, would have explained some of Kennedy, in a telegram to
West
points and Wilbert Jones added athlete of the decade the '60si,
or to mug for the cameras. But the Greater Greensboro Open
the most dominant player in his other statements more Motta, said, "In spite of my.
is
20 for the Pros while Bob Jack Nicklaus is symbolic of a
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They were cheering him in ries in a row.
beat the Floridians. Charlie
Golf is a game that rewards
x-Texas
points out. "But I am paid to of my constant admonitions, ,
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Nicklaus in stature
while
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strokes over Casper, and the week's Masters, is the last pro x-Playoff for 4th place
man for the Floridians with 28. Casper, and he's 39. Julius
runt him, they sag from the support and I have nothing games in a disgraceful manner,
acclaim will grow with the to win three consecutively—
Al Tucker of the Floridians Boros won a PGA chamWednesday's Results
eak side, they do everything against the city."
culminating with your perforpassing years. Nicklaus wins back in 1962 when winning was Virginia 131 Floridians 123
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"Yes I'm paid to do what I'm by Rudolph.
defending 'champion at Greenclaw but I'm not in basketball The Bulls, tied 2.-2.,14,1itie1r
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI)— sboro. The way things have
I asked Lew Alcindor how for the moneyalone. Money series with the Leiters, are in
Dave Boswell and Luis Tiant, been going, who can say he's
much thbaipi like that really brings material benefits but it Los Angeles tonight for their
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coach of the year, said
will play opportunity to cast about as competitor. Lee Trevino, might
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
season,
the
for
4-1
never left alone. But that's For the money he's getting to
Wednesday, "I like it in
dispute any concession at this
The Philadelphia Eagles of the
Memphis State on the Murray free agents.
I
or
what
should
more
less
Milwaukee," and accepted a
Alcindor
basketball,
play
Football League WedClub President Calvin Grif- point.
Courts, Friday at 2 p.m.
expect being in the position I'm doesn't figure to un-relate to it National
new contract as head coach of
acquired quarterback
nesday
have beaten North- fith, who placed the two , In an earlier day, so might
Racers
The
in."
the Marquette University Warfor the next few weeks anyway. Pete Liske from the Denver
wood Institute 7-2, Missouri 7-2, veteran pitchers on waivers 58-year-old Sam Snead, who has
Alcindor isn't making himself Besides he's coming off a
riors basketball team.
Martin 9-0 last week, said he was unable won this tournament eight
U-T
and
Broncos for an undisclosed
8-0,
Louisville
out of a martyr, he's simply pretty fair season.
Marquette rewarded the coaround, By United Press International
draft choice.
to Mississippi State 4-5 to make a deal for either. The times. This time
lost
and
keeps
opposition
saying
the
Warriors'
the
lorful coach for
Francisco
San
the
He not only led all scorers
For
cuts helped the Twins reduce however, another Snead is the
hearing down a little harder and walked off with the
finest basketball season ever by Henry Bucht, who plays No. 4 their roster to 25 players.
He is Carlyle Snead, Warriors. Atlanta Hawks and
threat.
only Podoloff Cup as most valuable
him. That's
tearing up and old contract and singles for the Racers, and Julia
win against
76ers- it's
BIG ANTIQUE
Boswell, 35, posted a 20-12 Sam's nephew, who finally hit Philadelphia
replacing it with the new one Nittyvirta, who plays No. 6, are record for the Twins in 1969 but the big time on his own by tonight or else there's no natural. A pitcher works harder player but he also piled up the
on
does
he
Bench
than
as
Johnny
high
1
undefeated thus far. The No. fell to 3-7 last season when he winning two tournaments this t(nnorrow
for a salary believed as
most lopsided margin in the
Sat. Night Apr. 3
on Darrel Chaney, doesn't he? NBA's MVP history. Alcindor
doubles team of Bob Willett and had a sore arm. He was year.
any in college coaching.
p.m. - 79 Auction
All three clubs are within one
six
to
votes
Both McGuire and assistant Mike %lathy has also won all its involved in a barroom incident
place
drew 133 first
A VERSATILE PLAYER
defeat of elimination from the
Tenn
Henry
,
Henry Raymonds were given matches
his nearest rival —Jerry
for
with Billy Martin, then manaon
National Basketball Association There are very few ihings
five-year pacts, spiking rumors
it so across Hwy. from School
West. What made
during the
Twins,
the
of
ger
-year23
that
floor
basketball
a
Following the Memphis State
playoffs and all three are
they would leave the school for
personally gratifying to him
wound up
Beecham 8
match, the Racers will take a six- 1969 campaign and
definite underdogs for tonight's old, 7-foh1-2 Leff Alginder can't was that the voting was done
better jobs.
manager.
the
by
kayoed
being
do. The horrible part about it
games
Roberson
players.
NBA
There had been rumors match road trip during which
the
all
by
of
Havana,
Tiant, a native
viewpoint
pro tehy will play Southeast
The Warriors appear to have all, at least from the
Auction Service
McGuire would enter
-I couldn't ask for more,"
the best
of
one
was
Cuba,
that
is
clubs,
NBA
other
the
of
the toughest of all tasks if they
coaching and Raymonds admit- Missouri, St. Louis, Central pitchers in
says Low Alcindor.
Paris, Tenn.
American
the
improving.
hope to advance to the playoff he keeps
ted he had been offered some Missouri, Kansas, Kansas
he had a
when
1968
in
League
imprsvemain
my
think
"I
Missouri.
and
State,
semifinals. They must beat the
head coaching jobs.
21-9 record and led the league
been in my ability I
Milwaukee Bucks four straight ment has
with a 1.60 earned run average
analyze situations during the
is
unlikely
It
an
times.
.for the Cleveland Indians. lie ST. PETERSBURG, Ha.
Alcindor says. "Once
happening in view of the fact game,"
had a 9-20 record for the
Swoboda, one of the Warriors have yet to beat you develop that, it makes the
(UPI(--Ron
Indians in 1969 and was traded
the key players in the New Milwaukee this season. They iz,ainc a lot easier."
to the Twins. He was sidelined
York Mets' "miracle World lost six times during the If the game becomes much
much of the 1970 campaign and
Series victory" in 1969 but an regular campaign and three easier for Alcindor he should
ir
wound up with a 7-3 mark.
pay them to let him play.
outspoken critic of Manager Gil times in the playoffs.
The Twins also announced
present • set-up
Hodges in 1970, was traded to Atlanta is down three games Under the
that they have brought up
paying him and
,they're
though,
Wednesday
the Montreal Expos
to one against the defending
pitcher Sal Campisi from their
they're paying him pretty good.
for outfielder Don Hahn.
Knicks
York
New
champion
minor league camp. Campisi
year,
Swoboda, 26, was hailed as a after blowing two games at Alcindor gets $280,000 a
had a 2-2 record and a 2.94
possible future Mickey Mantle Atlanta and Philadelphia trails v.hich comes to roughly $5,400 a
• earned run average with the St.
by Manager Casey Stengel the Baltimore Bullets 3-1 after week, which really isn't rough
Louis Cardinals last season.
when he joined the Mets in having won the opener of the at all
1965. He had brief flashes of best-of-seven series Atlanta
brilliance and batted .281 in 134 and Philadelphia are on the -Ile's worth all he gets,"
says a spokesman for the
games in 1967
road for tonight's contests while
COACH QUICK SIGNED
important the San Francisco-Milwaukee Bucks, who now are one up on
made
Swoboda
the San Francisco Warriors in
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI)—The contributions to the Mets' game is at Oakland
Minnesota Twins Tuesday an- stretch run which resulted in The fourth playoff series, the opening round NBA playnounced that veteran infielder their winning the National between Los Angeles and offs We averaged 96 per cent
the most
Save extra money this year using Vernam for
Frank
Quilici has been signed League pennant in 1969 and Chicago, is tied 2-2 with each rapacity attendance at home
dependable weed control in soybeans. Mix Vernam in
as a coach. The Twins also then starred in t:ie World team having posted its victories this season and our last 17
the soil in your final discing before you plant. Unlike announced that catcher Glenn Series. He batted .400 against at home The takers, because games were sellouts."
sure .
Ezell has been sent to their the Baltimore Orioles in the if the home court advantage in All due to Alcindor?
surface-applied herbicides, Vernam works for
rain or shine, and gets the weeds as Melbourne, Fla., minor League Series, made one of the that series, are favored for - Well, yes," says the man
'base for reassignment.
greatest catches in Series tonight's fifth game despite the from Milwaukee. "I'd have to
soon as they sprout
and ()scar Robertson
P-Pa) Vernam controls the tough weeds
history in the fourth game and absence of high-scoring Jerry say he
both
run
in
tie-breaking
drove
the
West
that many herbicides miss . nutgrass,
This is the Bucks' third year
with a double in the fifth and
wild cane, velvelleaf and seedling CHAS. JACKSON KILLED
n the NBA.
last
of
game
the
classic.
Johnsongrass along with many other
Swoboda failed to win a
-REDS SWAP
This TdilzIn't • have Alcindor
VeRnarl grass and broadleaf weeds
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.(UPI regular job in the outfield in EXPOS
ot
their first year in the league
NI m
chief
mechanic
former
—The
your
for
now
Order liquid Vernam
the spring of 1970 and criticized
ex-Grand National Stock Car Hodges throughout the cam- WEST PALM BEACH. Fla. and they finished in the cellar.
soybeans We'll give you the biggest for
racer Jim Hurtbise was killed paign for continuing to employ (UPI)--The Montreal Expos last year Alcindor was the
bargain ever in better weed control.
.
the trade Hook' Of the Year hnd the
Tuesday.
the platoon system which Wednesday announced
Charles N. Jackson, who also contributed to the 1969 vietor3+- of utility infielder Jimmy Bucks made the playoffs only
worked on cars for Mickey He batted .233 on a part-time Qualls to the Cincinnati Reds to be knocked off in the semi‘Thouip.son and Craig Breedlove, basis for the Mets last season for outfieldS Stan Swanson. finals by the Knicks.
TEAMWORK NEEDED
It
The Reds immediately shipped
was killed when a car he was while Hahn, 22, batted .255 in
Mtjrr d. i 1,4
Chestnut Street
their Indianapolis A Ikt of \ people think the
railroad games as
a
struck
driving
a rookie for tit Qualls to
Bucks' cab co all th, wa‘ this
Murray, Kentucky
farm
overpass sdpport
club.
Expos.
. •

Murray State Enters Six
UK Relays This Weekend

Sports Parade

Player Is
After 3rd.
Win in Row

Al McGuire
-Tennis Team
Is Rehired, Host Memphis
Marquette State Friday

Motta Is Fined
$1500 By NBA

Standings

Twins Release
Two Pitchers

Tonight
In NBA
se

AUCTION

Swoboda Is
Traded To
The Expos

TORY"
t
0 6.45
1.25
Sat.
yAigs
Wet

Vetnam.
at these' He'
e
pnc
soybean

1

is your best
herbicide buy!

Has Arrived
Come in and see our beautiful new
furniture and accessories for Spring.
We have all the top lines, such as:
Drexel - Hickory - Lazy Boy

Goebel - Globe Upholstered Furniture

Hekman - Jackson of Danville
Simmons Bedding - and Many More.

OUSE
ON

I R011

kied Artists

One
)to '

Ask About Our Decorating
5ervice

4

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT CO.

0.0
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1 Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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Mrs. Joe James Is
Beta Sigma Phi
Chapter Meets At Honored At Baby
The Thomas Home Shower On Friday

efr4tI
te-gm.

Pb.... 751 1117 or 13-41147

Thursday, April 1
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
an open meeting at the club house
at 1:30 p.m. Hostesses will be
Miss Maude Nance, Mesdames L.
W. Paschall, J. Edgar Pride, and
Dewey Ragsdale.

Gar

FBIRTHSJ
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Washer of
Murray Route Five are the
parents of a baby boy, Erwin
Scott, weighing six pounds
fourteen ounces, born on Monday, March 22,-at 10:23 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son, Robert
Lawrence, age nine months. The
father is serving in the U. S.

avy on the uSS Observation
Island at Pearl Harbor.

Coldwater
United
The
Methodist Church WSCS is
Mrs. Joe James was the
scheduled to meet at the church The Gamma Gamma Chapter
at a delightfully planned
honoree
met
sorority
Phi
Sigma
of Beta
at 7:30 p.m.
held on Friday,
shower
baby
Tuesday, March 23, at sevenMarch 26, at seven o'clock in the
at
evening
the
in
o'clock
thirty
Practical
Nurses
The Licensed
evening at the home of Mrs. Paul
iation will meet in the the home of Mrs. Kenneth
Morris on Murray Route Three.
conference room of the Murray- Thomas.
The gracious hostesses for the
Calloway County Hospital at 7:30
The First District Spring with access to a weekly
Robert Hopkins presented occasion were Mrs. Joe Pat Lee,
Mrs.
s
The Baptist Young Women of p.m. with Dr. Prue Kelly as a program on "Let's Match Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, and
Conference of the Kentucky newspaper only.
t
will
Jr.
Bennett,
L.
W.
speaker.
Mrs.
and
Parents
the Memorial Baptist Church will
Congress of
Was". A summarized outline of Mrs. Larry Cunningham.
to
plaque
traveling
the
meet at the home of Mrs. Beverly
Teachers will be held Tuesday, present
he duties of each officer was- For the occasion the honoree
Chapter M of the P.E.O. ven and a discussion followed. chose to wear a green and white
April 6, at the Calvert City the local unit with the largest per- Fulks, 1656 Calloway Avenue.
Sisterhood will meet at 7:30 p.m.
Elementary School with Hans cent increase of members in 1970Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, knit dress with a corsage of
Konrad, PTA president, as host. 71. Mrs. Grady Fike will present The Town and Country at the Murray State University recording secretary, read the yellow carnations accented by
has
of
that
Miss
Ann
unit
office
the
to
Local units included in the the silver tray
Homemakers Club will meet at Library
slate of officers for coming year green ribbon, gift of her mother,
First District are Almo, Austin, the largest delegation at the the home of Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Herron. Rev. Henry McKenzie that the Executive Board had Mrs. Morris.
will be the speaker.
Kirksey, Murray High, and conference.
Cardinal Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
chosen. Nominations were acMrs. Lee and Mrs. Larry
v FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
A suprise life membership will
Robertson Schools.
from the floor.
m directed the games
cepted
Cunningha
board
Executive Council of the
The
be presented to a deserving
and
v KY. COUNTRY HAM
Women of the Moose Lodge will
with Mrs. Clinton Pennington
A pre-conference board of member. The credentials report
Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS Elected were Mrs. Martha Alls,
being
Alexander
at
the
lodge
at
meet
Barbara
p.m.
7:30
Miss
v FRESH JUMBO SHRIMP
managers meeting will be held at will be given by Mrs. Clovis
will meet at the church at seven
hall.
president; Mrs. Judy Wall, first the recipients of the prizes.
6:30 p.m. Registration will begin Copeland and the courtesy report
p.m.
PIT BARBEQUED PORK
Patricia
Mrs.
-president;
Refreshments of iced lime
at 6:15 with a coffee hour and by Mrs. M. D. Bowden of
ent;
vice-presid
second
Nesbitt,
small
punch,
punch, hot spiced
Friday, April 2
bazaar. Homemade articles Mayfield. The meeting will adYOUR CHOICE OF THE ABOVE
Mrs. Anita Thomas, recording cakes decorated with yellow and
Tuesday, April 6
made by local PTA units will be journ with a call to a local unit to
y County
Murray-Callowa
The
Beverly
Mrs.
secretary;
green baby bootees, mints, and
ALL YOU CAN EAT!...
sold at the,.., Bazaar, with all the host Fall Conference.
Senior Citizens Club will have a
Hopkins, Mirresponding nuts were served by the
$225
money to be turned into the
of
Ludwick
Circle
Jessie
potluck luncheon at the social The
secretary; Mrs. Jerri Parkin,
Kentucky Headquarters Fund at
the First Presbyterian Church treasurer; Mrs. Sue Overbey, hostesses.
of
the
United
First
hall
Methodist
the State PTA Convention at
Church at 12 noon with Rev. A. M. will meet at the home of Mrs. extension officer.
Thirty-nine persons were
Lexington in April by Mrs'
as speaker. In charge of Herbert Brooks at 1:30 p.m.
Thomas
Reports of Officers were given. present and nineteen persons
Melvin Earles, First District
arrangements will be Paul
The chapter voted to change the sent gifts.
President.
Kingins, Ivy Culver, Mesdames Group I of the First Christian April 13th meeting to April 6 due
Eva Hilt, Hazel Locke, Mary Church CWF will meet with Mrs. to spring vacation.
The call to order will be at 7:15
Including Choice of 3 Vegetables
Another delightful courtesy Lamb, Mattie Parker, Olene Henry Holton at ten a.m. Mrs.
Mrs. Ed Thomas, membership
- p.m. by Mrs. Earles. Salute to the
seeds
Beet
Lovett,
Kathy
Miss
to
extended
$125
Lamb, Edna McReynolds, and Jim Hart will be in charge of the chairman, thanked each one for
YOUR CHOICE FOR ...
flag will be led by the District
April llth bride-elect of Max S. Katie Overcast.
program and worship.
in the Rush Party
ng
really
Citizenship Chairman, Mrs. Jack
participati
is
seed
beet
Every
Cleaver, was the bridal shower
- _
- Hester..and Boy Scout Iroop 65 of
held March 20, SkpAajd it was a, e cluster of seeds, perhaps
Id on Friday. March 28, at the
Calvert City. The devotion will be
The PTA basketball tour- Group;IT of the Pirst Christian big success and read the list of seven or eight of them.
Jr.
Cleaver,
Hoyt
home of Mrs.
nament will open at Hazel School Church CWF will meet at the rushees accepted into Gamma That's the reason beet seedby Mrs. Henry Anderson, District
Spiritual Mrs. Jewel McCallon was the at seven p.m. with the Kirksey home of Mrs. Tellus McDougal at Gamma. Six girls have been lings sprout in clusters,
and
Character
hostess for the special prenuptial
.
Aurora, Ky.
On Highway 68
Chariman. Mr. Konrad will give
women playing the Almo women two p.m. with Mrs. Rubye selected by the membership even if you've followed
event.
response
the
with
ss
welcome,
s\•
and the Hazel men playing the Roberts as cohostess. Mrs. committee to join the chapter. directions and sown the
the
%%%%%%• \%%%%%%%%%%%%•••
•\•••••
for
wear
to
The honoree chose
Wayne Sheeks will have the The Ways and Means Talent seed thinly.
men.
Almo
by Mrs. Perry Norsworthy, 2nd
the occasion an aqua crepe dress
program.
Show to be held Saturday. April
vice president. The music for the
featuring long sleeves and an
Intramural Basketball for all
program will be by the Music
24, at the Murray State
Lynr
presented
the
was
at
She
held
waist.
empire
grades will be
The Annie Armstrong Group of University auditorium was
Department of North Marshall
p.m.,
t.
a matched table arrangemen
Grove School at seven
the First Baptist Church WMS discussed.
High School.
Special guests wer.e the sponsored by the PTA. Admission will meet at the Baptist Student
The speaker for the evening
The closing ritual and Mizpah
REXALL
REXALL
honoree's mother, Mrs. Ralph D. is 25 and 50 cents.
Union Center at 7:30 p.m.
REXALL
led by the president, Mrs.
will be Richard Throgmorton
w6re
be,
law
to
mpliker-inSpray Dry
Redi
her
Lovett,
Daily
of
Tablet
One
Officer
Juvenile Probation
Mls, and refreshments were
the
and
Jr.,
Cleaver,
Hoyt
t
Mrs.
-Perspiran
Anti
Order
19
No.
Assembly
Murray
McCracken County, who will
served by the hostesses, Mrs.
two grandmothers of the groomSaturday, April 3
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet Sylvia Thomas and Mrs. Sue
RANT
DEODO
speak on Volunteers in Court. He
elect.
Kappa Alpha fraternity at at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
will be introduced by Mrs. E. M.
5 07
Overbey.
by Murray State University will
served
were
ts
Refreshmen
chairprogram
Fuller, district
Fifteen members attending
McCallon from the table have a Window Wash. For an The First United Methodist
Mrs.
3.00
for
2
with IRON, 100's
for
man.
were Mesdames Williard Ails,
large appointment call 753-4048.
a
with
centered
for Plain 100'sChurch WSCS will meet at the Jerry Duncan, Palmer Hopkins,
2 for 2.66
Mrs. Norman Blakely will
acjonquils
of
arrangement
church at ten a.m. with the Robert Hopkins, George Layne,
present the publicity awards in
with MINERALS, 100's 2 for 3.66
cented by burning yellow canAn open dance for members of executive board to meet at 9:15 John Paul Nesbitt, Larry
three classifications: Commdles.
the Calloway County Country
unities with access to one
Overbey, Wallis Parkin, Ellis
eighteen Club and their guests will be held
Approximately
newspaper; Communities with
Perry., Gary Smotherman. Ed
sent
or
persons were present
from nine p.m. to one a.m. with The Goshen United Methodist Thomas, Kenneth Thomas, Gary
::. access to two or more
..' newspaper; Rural communiti gifts.
music by Reid Hale. No reser- Church WSCS will meet at the Iturkeen, Terry Turner, and Dan
Phone 753-1231
Murray
L
418 Main
church at seven p.m.
vations are necessary.
Wall.

First District Conference PTA
Planned Tuesday At Calvert City School

Ge
a

Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
Ned Washer of Clair, Mich., and
Ml'. and Mrs. Robert Williams of
Murray Route Five. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Washer of Kirksey and Mrs.
Lizzie McCuiston of New Concord.

tort;
tatipst,,Edoilio

tielli
ojw
BUrYni
G
!unit.n
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• load Cab
tools can
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APR. 3&4
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Plate Lunches - Home Cooking
Roast Beef - Roast Pork
Meat Loaf - Baked Ham

The
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i
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Miss Kathy Lovett
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DALE & STUBBLEFIELD REXALL DRUG

of-at

The Delta Department
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30p.m with
Misses Ruby Simpson and
Frances Sexton, Mesdames J.
Matt Sparkman, J. D. Ras burn,
Harry Sparks, Stanford Andrus,
A rummage sale will be held at and Garnett Jones as hostesses.
the American Legion Hall from
seven a.m. to twelve noon, The Kappa Department of the
sponsored by the Harris Grove Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30p.m with
Homemakers Club.
Mesdames John Baker, Billy
A Horse Show, sponsored by Dale Outland, Charles D.
the West Kentucky Horseman's Outland. and E. D. Roberts as
Association, will be held at the hostesses.
Metropolis Arrow Head Indoor
Wednesday, April 7
Arena at two p.m.

Finals of the PTA basketball
tournament will be held at Hazel
School at seven p.m. Hazel,
Kirksey, and ALM° PTA men's
and women's teams are participating.

You may get sleepy,

•

111

The Cherry Corner Baptist.
Sunday, April 1
meet at the
A Turkey Shoot will be held at Church WMS will
p.m.
7:30
at
church
Club
Gun
Purchase
Jackson
the
on Coldwater Road starting at
Church WMS
nine a.m. Shells will be available The Flint Baptist
will meet at the church at 7:30
at the club.
p.m.
Monday, April 5
The Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
The Faxon Mothers Club will
at the club house at 11:30 a.m. meet at the school at 1:30 p

.
0

III

•

Murray
The Lottie Moon Group of the
South
The
First Baptist Church WMS will Homemakers Club will meet at
meet at the home of Mrs. Allen the home of Mrs. Martha Golden
McCoy at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. at 10:30 a.m. Note change in date.
Glen Hodges as cohostess.

ee

The ladies day luncheon wit be
served at noon at the Calloway
County Country Club. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Gaylord
Forrest, Eurie Garland, Virgil
Harris. James C. Hart, H. E.
Chrisman, Bill Holt, Bill Hine,
The Executive Board of the Hugh Houston, E. B. Howton.
Almo PTA will meet at the Almo Nat R. Hughes, Henry Holton,
and J. B. Wilson.
School at 1:30 p.m.

The Kathleen Jones Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Graves Sledd at 7:15 p.m. with
Miss Hazel Tarry as prograrn
-leader_

II

hi
P!
III

16

but this

en

yANITY FALR
131 won't.
Its super-soft, super-comfortable nylon tricot
with permanent anti-cling of Antron'Ill trimmed
in loEe. And the :Jars are almost too pretty to
keep in thefrolat, Tender Yellow. Pipk Clover.
Ice. Heaven Blue They all do such flattering
things for you, yc.L., re,* turh into a night per,
son Sizes 32 to 40, $12

You are invited
Free Favors and Refreshments!

'S
TON
TLE
LIT
The Happy Yellow Store
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
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MERLE noRmAn COSMETIC STUDIO
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Gardens

Observation
101*.

dr. and Mrs.
, Mich., and
Williams of
ive. Great
r. and Mrs.
ey and Mrs.
r New Con-

ME

1ANENT
2for

11.90

Garden tools make
a lighter work load
Editor's Note: This is the provide a finer cut. However,
last of three articles providing it tends to be less effective
tips for the home gardener. on uneven ground and is more
costly to keep sharpened. Now
By JIM HILDRETH
is a good time to have your
United Press International
mower checked and
lawn
Growing and caring for a blades sharpened by an exlarder' can be hard work, but perienced repairman.
• iatisfying. To make the work
A few reminders about usdon't guess
• load easier, honest?, a few ing fertilizers:
„:....tools can be usefuL
at the type and amount youA small- backyard garden need. Start out by consulting
-b
plot can be grown entirely your county agricultural awith the use of hand tools. gent - usually working out
The key items include a steel of the county seat. He'll arspade or spading fork, a hoe, range for a soil test or tell
-; a steel rake, watering can, gar- you how to get one. If that's
': den cord and stakes for making not possible, invest in an ecot straight rows. In addition, a nomical soil testing kit to guide
,
▪ ,
• nano(luster or sprayer, a An- you in deciding what fertilizers
sa
vel and a hand trowel may be to use and how much lime,
.4
useful.- After that, you'll prob.>..if any, should be added to the
P: ably also want a wheelbarson, soil.
Some plants, like toan ax and mattock,-uning matoes and azaleas, prefer acid
and clipping she.
soils and generally do bestsvith
For laeger""gardens, a fer- little or no lime.
tiliz_924-reader and a wheel Fertilizer varieties
are also desirable.
Fertilizers are packaged in
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture says clean, sharp many forms and sizes. Some
and high-grade tools will great- are liquid, others appear in
or granule form.
• 1v reduce garden labor. A powdered
• cheaper tool may not be the Some contain added materials
or
• least expensive in the long run such as mineral elements
for
if it has to be replaced. too pesticides and some are
use on-oi specific kind of plant.
-the -Departfrkeetirding
''V'ariity or garden
Wide
A
N • machinery is now offered to ment of Agriculture, fertilizers
• the suburban and country gar- in granule form are more conto use although they
dener with a good sized plot venient
Liquid fertilizers,
to cultivate. The equipment cost more.
with a garden hose,
should be chosen to it the applied absorption of some nuamount of work to be done, permit through the leaves as
the contour of the land and trients
well as the roots.
the character of the soil.
Fertilizers are graded by the
Cultisating and other light
nutrient content of
work cart generally be done primary
A mixture classimixture.
the
garhorrepower
with a three
five-tennumbers
the
by
fied
meden tractor. However, a
contains five
dium size tracSae is desirable five. for example,
nitrogen, 10
for plowing. A 'rotary tiller per cent of total
phosphowill do tils joblin light to per cent of available
per cent
five
and
oxide
ric
soils.
medium
potash.,
soluble
of
1
lawn
power
0.. In deciding on a
In the same waY-, one pound
mower, its well to remember of 10,20-10 fertilizer contains
that of thetwo types of mow- the same amount of nutrients
ing, blades - the reel and the as two pounds of five-ten-five.
rotary
the reel ,blade will Yet the double richer mix
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MASON SWAPPED UPI(-The
I.os Angeles Rams Tuesday
announced the trade of veteran
running back Tommy Mason to
in
Persons were fined in the City the Washington Redskins
Court in the court session held on
Friday, March 26, and Monday,
March 29. Judge Pro-tern Ernest
T. Brooks presided on Friday and
Judge William Donald Overby on
Monday.
Records show the following
were charged, entered pleas of
guilty, and were fined:
Van Haverstock, reckless'
driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
Reginald McNutt, reckless
driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
John Patrick Warren, driving
while intoxicated, amended to
reckless driving, fined $100.00
costs $10.00.
Sammy Hendon Pittman,
driving while intoxicated,
amended to reckless driving,
fined 100.00 costs
Ted E. Shearer, driving while
intoxiated, amended to reckless
driving, fined $75.00 costs $10.00.
John Richard Downey, driving
white-intoxicated,amended to
reckless driving, fined $75.00
costs $10.00.
public
Tucker,
Lonnie
drunkenness, given two days in
city jail.
consumer confidence prior to
the 1972 elections" is also
providing a prop under the
market, it says.

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court
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This column ox questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) I operated my own busi- (Form 1040) for more details.
ness last year. but didn't make
much money from it. How
much income,can I earn before
Q) Each year I hear of cases
where refunds are delayed bel-baTia_41111, a tax return?
cause taxpayers make errors
A) If you have net earnings on their returns. What are
from self-employment of $400
or more, you must file a fed- some checks I can make to
avo.d an error and get my reeral income tax return and you
may have to pay a self- fund faster?
employment tax.
A) To insure the prompt
The Tax Reform Act of 1969 processing of your return, you
liberali-:ed the filing require- should check the following bements for single wage earners fore sending your return: (1)
Rech-ck all your mathematical
and in some cases for married
wage earners by increasing th- computations; (2) Be sure you
amount of income required be- used the correct tax table or
fore a return need be filed. tax rate schedule and added
the surcharge to your regular
However, even if a return
tax; (3) Be sure you used the
would not have been required
peel-off label that came on the
based on his total income, a
taxpayer still must file if his cover of your tax package (If
you don't have the label, write
self-employment income was
name, address, and Social Se$400 or more.
curity number in the spaces at
See the instructions for
the top of the front of Form
Form 1040 and SchAule C
1040); (4) Be sure that your
return is signed and dated;
ten costs only a third more. joint returns must have the
For gardeners with sandy signatures of husband and
soil a little clay can be added wife; (5) Be certain all W-2's
imws,r it. or clay moil and supporting documents..
can be improved with sand. attached.
Both, of course, will be enriched with lime and fertilizer.
Q) A few months ago a ring
If you have timeand want
hat cost little but had great
to save money, there is always
‘alue to me was
compost heap. One ientimental
the
4olen from my home. Since
method is to dig a pit three
he ring meant so much to me,
feet deep and as wide as you
an I take into account its senwith
Line the sides
want.
boards. Then put in a sixtimental ‘alue in claiming a
inch layer of leaves, grass cliptheft loss?
pings, vegetable tops and simiA) No, the law does not
lar waste plant material. The
recognize sentimental value as
layer should be sprinkled with
a factor in determining the
lime and some five-ten-five feramount of the loss. Your loss
tilizer, then covered with a
from thi. theft of the ring or
thin layer of soil. Wet the
other personal propert>s,...its
soil and let it remain for several
cost, or fair m arket &lite,
be
will
result
The
months.
whichever is kss. The loss is
icher soil at a low cost.
reduced by any-insurance or
other recovery and that part
(End series)
of the rortfainder that exceeds
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?100 is
Itemize.

deductible

if

you

Q) My wife and I were di%orced this past October. Can
I still file a joint return since
we were legally married most
of the year?
A) No, if you are divorced
by a final decree on or before
the last day of your tax year,
you are considered single for
the entire year unless you remarry.
Q) I was laid off from my
Job several weeks ago after
14ork:ng for the firm for several years. Is the severance pay
that I received taxable?
A) Yes, severance pay is
considered compensation for
services and is taxable. In addition, lump-sum payment for
cancellation of an employment
contract is income in the tax
year it 113 received.
•

Wall Street
Chatter

the drizzler
coat with
dazzle and
dash!

NEW YORK I UPI )-The risk
The 'institutional -investors'
if an intermediate trend "stampede" to commit cash
reaction in the stock market is
reserves appears to be crast_becoming increasingly tangible, ing, while the public,has not ye ---Co.
&
Abraham
according to
really become active, according
The market's major uptrend is to Fraser _Management Assoproceeding on reduced momenciates. Next in store could be a
tum, after ,having advanced at less extreme advancing market
per
57
an annual rate of some
with more frequent corrections
cent for the Dow Jones and greater selectivity as
industrials since late May, 1970. individual investors become
A further downshift is im- more active and take on their
minent and likely to be role of buying recent institugreater the
proportionately
tional favorites, the market
longer it is postponed, the firm adviser said.
says.
the market downturn
as the Federal So far
As Jasl
back
giving
involved
has
"di
not
Reserve Board does
gains,
March
the
of
half
around
o5ce" major institutional in
a normal uptrend fluctuation,"
vestors from the idea of easy
Dinas Letter observes. The
the
market'
stock
money, the
feels growth, glamor, and
firm
uptrend should be maintained
speculatives will prolow-riced
Spear and Staff believes
vide large capital gains before
u
pump
to
need
Continued
the year is over.
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exchange for an undisclosed
draft choice. Mason, 31, has
spent 10 years in the National
Footi3all League-six with Minnesota and four with the Rams.

Bettu
Rose.
Zingy young pants coat has everything: washability, ZePel° water-repellency, wrinkle-resistance! Waist-nipping tie belt; gargantuan
pockets. Ottoman double knit flashed with
contrast stitching. Brown, Off White, Beige,
Poppy, Navy. 6-16.

$45.00

LITTLETON'S
The Happy Yellow Store
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER
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Preservation Of Historic
Homes,Buildings Is Urged

data and driver "point" violation
records are but some of the other
files to be programmed into
LINK's memory banks in the
future.
Some day, there is a very real
possibility that LINK will predict
crimes even before they occur.
enforcement-related Oats trom And once that happens, there will
the department's own files are be a new and even better
being taped for rapid access by Sherlock Holmes to capture the
public's attention.
police throughout Kentucky.
Currently, LINK indicies hold
nearly one million motor vehicle PLAYERS FARMED
of FT. MYERS, Fla. (UPI 1—
registrations, descriptions
some 8000 motor vehicles The Kansas City Royals anreporlr stolen in the state, about nounced Tuesday the assign16,000 2riminal records and ment of seven players to their
approximately 48,000 files on minor league base at Sarasota,
suspended and revoked drivers. Fla.
Motor vehicle inspection F'arnied out were pitchers
records, vehicle accident reports, Lance Clemons, Paul Splittorff
traffic citations, court conviction and Bob Garibaldi, infielders
Bobby Floyd and Tom Matchick
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
and outfielders John Matias and
0300 MOO OMR Bill Sorrell.

Computerized Communications‘Kentucky's
System Is Throwing A Net On Criminals

historic home, Betherum, in
Lexington and Fayette County.
The speaker outlined the
By Leonard Kimball
computerized operations center Kentucky. In fact, the reponse
many problems encountered by
Special Writer
Frankfort currently serves all time for our hypothetical case
at
historic preservation groups in
As of Kentucky's 16 State Police will soon be considered "slow."
FRANKFORT, Ky.—
their efforts to restore the hisreator of the world's greatest posts, plus the Kenton and Right now, modifications are
toric buildings, symbolic of
early Kentucky's gracious way make-believe detective, Sherlock Fayette County Patrol and city underway to cut that time lage to
of living. He enthusiastically Holmes, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle police at Lexington, Owensboro, something just under 15 seconds.
Green, Paducah, But. LINK's long-range goaL4
created an awareness of the would have fallen in love with the Bowling
Harrison, an authority on his- state's heritage of fine old idea.
Covington, Newport and Ft. are much more extensive than
station on
torical architecture, has utilized homes and discussed his presIt's just the sort of notion that Thomas.
Just serving as a way
the
• is training at Parsons School ent work in Harrodsburg in would have tickled the old Before the end of 1971. police in
Under
line.
the NCIC
f Design, New York City, and preparation for its 200th cele- master's fancy. But more im- Henderson also are expected to leadership of Public Safety
a year's stiwly in both Rome bration in 1974.
William 0.
portantly, argued the innovators, join the system.
Commissioner
and Paris by restoring approxiIt just might work. All computers
Behind LINK'S success is an NeVallan and the department's
Mrs. Houston McNutt gave
mately 1,500 historic homes and
have been punching out monthly automated
communications computer services boss, State
buildings. He presented a pic- the invocation and 'Mrs. John
men
piloting
billings,
card
credit
relay
hook-up
featuring
a direct Police Captain James H. Hosley,
E.
Kiricsey,
president,
conducttorial narrative of many early
playing
even
and
wire
the
into
FBI's
moon
the
to
National
Kentucky homes. Included were ed the business sessior and infor Crime Information Center
such landmarks as Morgan's troduced the speaker. The nomi- matchmaker to the lovelorn
Row in Harrodsburg, Shaker- nating committee, Dr. L. J. quite a while now. So, why not (NICIC) at Washington D. C.
3 Hand warmers
ACROSS
0300 M000 MOO
4 Part of foot
Through that circuit, police in
town in Mercer County, The Old Horton, Dr. Hunter Hancock, program one to catch criminals
UOM30 0000030
5 Vttal
Urge on
Kentucky have nearly inStatehouse, Liberty Hall, and and Dean Wilson Gantt, pre- as well?
M00000 0000
6 Near
4 Vital organ
sented
the
of
name
Ray
Dr.
FrankMoin
Why not, indeed?
Orlando Brown House
stantaneous access to criminal 9 Encountered
7 Soak
0000 OM 300
8 Server
11100 OB0000 00
fort, Locust Grove, the last field, director of communicaActually, it shouldn't come as "want" data fed into NCIC 12 Sodium
9 Prayer book
00 0M OOM
000
home of George Rogers Clark, tions, Murray State University, any great surprise to learn that memory banks from law en- 13 chloride
Before
10
l
nd
rca
pou
ern
oflm
00 WORMS 000
11 Hindu cymbals
Farmington and Whitehall in for the office of president-elect police already are doing exactly frocement agencies in virtually
00V 00 0000
16 Tub
Man's name
Louisville, Waveland Museum. and Miss Margaret Heath, Ben- that. In fact, computerized crime every corner of the United States
18 Kind of
0000 OMMOU0
The Gratz Park Homes, Henry ton, for reelection as secretary- detection may be the biggest and Canada.
fabric
s
mIm
e
lin
afm
0100010M0 W0030
Con
renride
P
11457 o
20 Sailor
Clay's law office in Ashland, treasurer. They were elected to
MEM MOO 0000
advance to come Ken(colloq.)
single
19 Manservant
• his home, Hopemont, the John serve with R. B. Ligon, MayMOO 0000 GDOU
Room
22
Affirmatrve
21
tucky's way in the war on crime
In the year 1967, the same
23 Kettledrum
Hunt Morgan home, the girl- field, current president elect,
22 Let it
two way system
service
as
a
stand
25 Singer of
hood home of Mary Todd Lin- as the society's officers for the since the advent of the
33 Former Russian 46 Dines
romantic
radio.
clearinghouse for more than 2.4 24 Catch
47 Hit lightly
rulers
coin, Rose Hill, and his own year beginning July 1, 1971..
Evaluate
songs
26
4$ Native metal
37 Female
surprising,
What may be
million reports on wanted 29 Dance sten
27 Singing voice
49 Openwork
relatives
onkted
however, is the extent to which criminals and stolen property. 30 Choked
fabric
28 Prepares for
Insect
38
32 Hebrew
51 Man's name
Print
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Kentucky's Department of Public
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
Hurried
At last count, the FBI reported
52
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portrait
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28 Exclamation
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Felons on the run and interstate
38 Frud of oak
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arrested in a bar at Lexington is
29 Note of scale
53 Symbol for
39 Genus of
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car snatchers have been yet
.52
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Near
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booked into city jail as a public
sudden
DOWN
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5
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But LINK—or Law Information
rninal, city police routinely
34 Babylonian
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Net __CIF Kentucky, as the
a
dedy
37
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file
Less
NCIC
an
check.
request
35 Condensed
computerized
department'a new
7 Long, slender
later, they
than 90 seconds
momure
United
Feature Syndicate, neby
Distr.
fish
communications system is known
37 Sagacious
learned that their friendly drunk
313 Indefinde
among authorities in the
is wanted for murder in New
article
Bluegrass State—is altering those
39 Apportion
York City.
41 Spanish article
odds.
In the days before LINK, he
42 Mislead
During 1970 alone, LINK
45 Faroe stands
would have been held overnight
whirlwind
electronically fingered more than and
then released on payment of
46 A state (abef
2100 fleeing fugitives and stolen a seism tine. Many rrsore dor"
4$ Inn
articles for hnth state and loca would pass
49 Gut's name
before his true
50 Mend
police across Kentucky. Many of identity became known through a
AO
52 Wad ass ol
property
those arrests and
India
mail exchange of fingerprints
54 Part of
recoveries led to the solution • with the FBI. But, by then, he
fortdication
crimes committed as far away as may have
been halfway to
55 Ranted
and
Michigan
Maryland,
California.
DOWN
Caliafornia.
Although the example is ficu
Fully operational on a 24-hour- tional. cases similar to it are
1 Sunglasses
(slang)
a-day, seven-day-a-week basis being reported every day in
2 Lift with
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
only since July 1970, LINK'S
lever
Local communities were challenged by Curtis Harrison, Lexington, to preserve and restore
historic homes and buildings in
his talk on "The Historic Preservation Movement in Kentucky" to the Jackson Purchase
I4istorical Society on Saturday
livening at the Holiday Inn here.
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L. L. Houser,
Marshall, Dies

CAR TOO SMALL

BENTON, Ky., March 30 —
Lawrence Lee Houser, 56, employe of the Kentucky Department of Highways, died at 8:30
p.m. Monday at his home on
Benton RL I of an apparent
heart attack.-He was a member of Dexter
Baptist Church.
Mr. Houser is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Dora Frances Houser
of Benton Rt. 1; two stepdaughters, Miss Anna Mae Houser of
Benton Rt. 1 and Mrs. Mary
Frances Wring of Paducah; a
stepson, William C. Houser of
Benton Rt. 1, and a step-grandchild.
Funeral services are scheduled Thursday at 1 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church with the Rev.
Wade Copeland officiating. Butte will be in Haltom Cemetery.
Friends may call at Filbeck
and Cann Funeral Home.

STEWKLEY, England ( UPI)
—His wife's condition caused a
problem for Rodney Lewis, so
he placed _ this ad in a
newspaper:
"Expanding wife forces sale

af much loved triumph convertible."
"My wife is expecting a baby
at the moment and the car was
a bit of a squeeze for her to get
into," Lewis said.

NOTICE

TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
standing,selectively marked hardwood timber containing an
estimated 309,267 board feet. The Umber is located in Land
Between the Lakes In Trigg County, Kentucky, approximately ten miles south of the intersection of L. S. Highway 68 and The Trace (formerly Kentucky Highway 4531.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Section, Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
Standard Time, April 15, 1971.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned timber
should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00 a.m. to
3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and detailed
Information may be obtained,from the forester in charge,
Land Between the Lakes.
Golden rood, Kentucky,
telephone number 502-924-5602.

April I May Be "April Fools Day". . .
But April 20 Isn't!
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No Matter What You Say
or How You Say It—

The ONLY Issue In A Local Option Election Is:
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Let us remind ourselves that vile as the bootlegger is, he in not
more vile than the tavern owner who, under license, seils the
same alcohol. It is not the bootlegger who kills on the highway,
who destroys the home, who makes an alcoholic, but the stuff
he sells—alcohol. Anrakohol, whether it is bought in the alley
or the tavern, is a killer. Keep that in mind, and our thinking
...:. will be a lot less muddy.

I

••••

ALCOHOLIC
BEVERAGES
This issue is clearly drawn between the Chtistian groups which are out for
a clean, free state where men, women and youth will not have to bear the
terrible weight of failure and misery which the alcohol traffic entails ...
and the alcohol industry, fighting for only one thing, profits!
The phrase "LEGAL CONTROL" is misleading. "Control" regulates conditions of sale, and nothing
else. It does not control drunkeness. It does not control bootlegging, and it does not control
disastrous consequences of over indulgence. When we grant a person license for any other activity
under the sun, we insist upon his being responsible, but when we license liquor sales, we throw
caution to the winds, sow the seeds of bitter tragedy, and contribute to the degradation and death
of millions of unfortunate people — Alcohol is as uncontrollable as quick-silver and as deadly:

Vote NO! Vote FOR Murray- NOT Against It!

(Murray-Calloway County Dry League)
(this is a paid political advertisement )

..$4116• •
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1950
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C) INCLUDES ALASKA AND HAWAII

SOURCE• Amociation of
AMII•ViCIU1 Railroods, Department of Transportation, Fecloral Aviation Ad
ministration and Air Transport Association.

0.EsTuaAm2

* TERMINAL POINTS
• INTERMEDIATE POINTS
II•ainning May 1, 1171 U.S. passenger network
will connect 114 dries on the above routes.
saasin 0a•-•

ALL ABOOAARDI—The April contract signing and the May 1 starting
date spotlight this illustration of Railpax—National Railroad Passen- 1
ger Corporation. Railpax, a corporation of participating railroads, cuts

PER
DAYTRAINS , 7ft
FLYING
OPERATING 7•

• half. The present 3,300
present passenger service by a bit more than
pieces of equipment will be reduced to some 1,500. Getting passenger
service out of the red is the aim of the US - sponsored Railpax.

St. Mary's College To Observe 150th Birthday

FRANKFORT (UPI):
Gov. Louie B. Nunn announced Friday that
$368,260 in federal funds
allocated to the Kentucky
Crime Commission has
been approved for four
projects.
The Department of
will receive
Correction
$158,580 for professional
personnel, housing and education supplies at the
Frenchburg
Correctional
Center for youthful offenders.
THE KENTUCKY Law
Enforcement Council receives $79,700 for a fourweek basic training program for policemen.
Eastern Kentucky University receives $98,000 for
architectural plans for a regional law enforcement and
traffic center.
Georgia State University
would receive $4000 for a
two-day workshop to reorganize the Southern Association of Police Pcofessors
to serve an eight-state area
including Kentucky.
That grant is being administered by the state
Crime Commission at the
request of the U. S. Justice
Department.
NUNN ALSO announced
gie approval of $167,600
for 18 regional crime councils across the state. The
rouncils are appointed by
the governor to continue
and expand crime prevention planning at the local
area.
The Crime Commission

One of the college's more
distinguished recent graduates,
the most Reverend Joseph
Bernardin, general secretary to
the National Conference of
Bishops, will be guest speaker at
the reunion banquet.

has approved $25,000 for
the state attorney general's
office to prepare and publish a single volume of
criminal laws for use by
police, prosecutors and the
courts.

'S. is the most
NEW YORK (UPI) - More
words start with the letter "1,-.
than any other letter of the
alphabet according to MerriamWebster, the dictionary people.
In liVebster's Seventh New C.olIegia le Dictionary there are
140 pages of "s" words alone,
running from **Saanen" to
"sysygy." The letter with the •
fewest number of words is

)
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Don Maley To Perform With
Brass Choir At Convention

. campus in
Byrne's blessings the assumed have been made on the
gradual control of the school. In the past 41 years. A much needed
1833 they took over complete water line has been rim flung. Donald Mag-T,'Iitifriif Mr.Ind Btass 'Choir," by William
Lebanon,
The Columbia Mrs. R. R. Maley, Kirksey, is a Averitt, and, tentatively,
control.
LEBANON, Ky.-St. Mary's
In 1846 the Jesuits left to take Building, one of the oldest on member of the 27-member ••MacArthur Park," by Mason
-College, nestled deep in the
over St. Johns college in New campus, was renovated in 1938. Murray State University brass Williams.
rolling hills of Marion County, is
York,now known as Fordham In the early 60's, a million dollar choir which has been selected as
the third oldest Catholic College
building complex was con- one of 14 musical groups to "Synotta 1970 for Brass Choir"
University.
was written especially for the
for men still in existence in the The school had its earliest From 1846 until 1869 the ad- structed. The modern facility
perform at the Southern Music Murray group
by Averitt, who
entire United States. Founded in beginning when Father William ministration of St. Mary's includes a residence hall, offices,
Convention
National
Educators'
1821 by an Irish missionary, the Byrne of County Wicklou, College was handled by the chapel, kitchen And dinning hall, April 28-May 1 at Daytona Beach, earned his bachelor's degree in
music at Murray State.
little school will observe its 150th oreland. came to the village of priests of the Diocese of all under one roof. Fla.
Formed in 1966 by Dr. Sheley,
anniversary April 15-17.
singlenow
Enrollment
Ths
staftis
1821.
let
at
in
St. Mary
Louisville.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has banded, single-minded guiding. The little college was not students, with 15 instructors.
Under 'the direction of Dr. the choir is composed of students
proclaimed Saturday, april 17 as force behind the school, Father spared difficulties during the
Father John Lesousky is the Wayne .Sheley, a. professor of from six states.
St. Mary's College Sesquicen- Byrne was at the same time Civi War. The fighting came as present Rector President of
. music at Murray State, the choir It performs an average of six
wi11 be the only group from concerts a year, performing
tennial Day in Kentucky. The president, treasurer, close as Lebanon, just five miles Mary's.
"'In this day and age of huje Kentucky performing at the works from the Renatssance to
governor urged Kentuckians to disciplinarian, dean of studies east of the school. School records
honor and pay tribute to the and professor.
do not show, however, that any campuses with soaring struc- convention. It was selected from ('ontemporary periods. Its
members are selected from the
school's founding on that day.
He was able to keep up that aid was either sought or given to tures and thousands of students, tape recordings submitted with
remote little St. Mary's College applications from 157 groups brass ensemble, which is made
Distinguished alumni and pace for about 12 years, before either side during the war.
up of freshmen and sohpomore
, friends from all parts of the admitting he had to have help.
In 1871 the Congregation of the may seem like an anachronism across the country.
county will be returning to St. The Jesuits were persuaded to Resurrection took charge of the Yet, from its earliest beginning, En route to the convention, the students.
'Mary's for the three-daYj come to Kentucky and lend school and has operated it ever St. Mary's has drawn it students choir will present four special Dr. Sheley earned his uncelebration and alumni reunion. thhool a hand. With Father since. Under the care of the from all across the land, and concerts: April 26 at the Hunt- dergraduate degree at Yale
Resurrectionist the college's-several foreign countries as well, sville Ala.) High School; April 27 University, his master's at
at Central Florida Junior Eastman School of Music and his
reputation and enrollment •'Filther Lesousky said.
continued to grow. St. Mary's St. Mary's located on a 500-,icre College, Ocala, Fla., in the doctorate from the University of
early heroes during this period campus in the Knobs of Ken- morning and at Cocoa Beach Rochester in New York.
included the Revs. David Fen- :uckv, has had an influence upon High School, Cocoa Beach, Fla., David G. Elliott, an instructor
aessy, John Fenrenbach, Michael American Catholicism which in the evening, ancfat Boone High n music at Murray State, is the
Jaglowicz, Ingatius Perius, and seems all out of proportion to its School in Orlando on April 29. associate director. He holds an
At the music educas' con- undergraduate degree from the
Brother Angelo Segatori, all size and location.
members of the Congregation of The oldest Catholic college for vention, the Murrayans will University of Michigan, and. a
master's degree from the
the Resurrection.
men west a the Alleghenies and present two concerts, including:
The political world also its farmland coampus continue tc -On the Waterfront," by Leonard Catholic University of America in
Bernstein; "Synotta 1970 for Washington, D. C.
benefited from St. Mary's. prosper
tlihi"'"
during
alumni
Among her
'2.1 0
period were Governors Proctor
Knott and Edwin Morrow,
Congressman Ben 4phnson and
Judge Samuel Boldrici.
Industry gained through Wible
Mapother, who became president
of the I. & N railroad, and
medicine through Dr.
Abell, a famous surgeon. - '
In 1929 the decision was made
Striking
make a- seminary of the
to
a victorious note
college. Since that time. St
for femininity. ,
Mary's has sent forth well over a
Close-to-the-body
thousand more who have become
knits have a
leaders in their communities,
definite advantage
politicians and statesmen.
St. Mary's has gained national
From the
attention in the past 40 years for
"Strawberry Fields"
their special accelerated Latin
Collection
courses. Through the specially
Zip front tunic
designed courses men were able
shirt
to master the language in a short
Betted pleat
time, so they could take up the
skirt
study of philosphy and theology,
which until very recently were
In Strawberry red
taught in Latin.
with white trim
Following Worid War II, St..
100% polyester
Mary's received hundreds of excrepe weave knit.
service men who had decided to
1971 All-America Selecticni First hybrid than. mixed colors below. First dwarf 2-foot annual
Sizes 515
study for the priesthood, and had
thus,
richest red 'Queen of Hearts' above. Dwarf hollyhock 'Silver Puffs' in silvery pink on right.
Scan
come to St. Mary's because of the open-face
hybrid snapdragon 'Little Darling' in Get well from any reliable seedsmen.
special Latin program.
Another group teR(Ch has
benefited from the programs at
St. Mary's is the so-called belated
vocation group, men who come to
study for the priesthood late in
life. St. Mary's is still the only
REXALL 5 Grain
MALL Brite Sot
All MI 31
Minuteman
well imown Catholic seminary
CHEWABLE
which has the facilities and the
Multiple
experience to handle the
problems of men seeking a
Enrollment now stands at 140
13 oz
Pint
student was recently ordained at
Size
the college.
2 for
2 for
2 for
2 for
'St. Mary's has also helped the
Through the
slower learner.
techniques of Special Latin
many with precious educational
deficiencies have had the opportunity to study for the
Phone 753 1231
Murray
Murray Highway
418 Mau i
Mayfield, Ky.
priesthood
Air
Major ph‘swat improvements
By Lois Campbell
State News Bureau
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Pant
dressing
that nudges
your own
individuality.
From the
"Strawberry
-Fields"
Collection.
Zippered
sleeveless
jacket
Trouser
In Strawberry
red with
white trim.
100%
eolw
yeesatveer
crepe
knit. Stripe
shirt
65% polyester/
35% cotton.
Sizes 5-15.
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'Breakthrough' housing project

BUY•SDREPHIRE...

change consumer attitude& aperimental Operation %emit
bout factory-produced hciusthrough s ill shos hos hs lass/.
and
to demonstrate
ing
pass
*boom
ernize the 111. the
methods of improving neigh.
vides houses for its rsvphr.
borhood services like garbage
"We think we iir.• seccollection, he added.
Finger also hopes to combat an attitude _ that breakthrough
housing is poor
people's housing. .He said
there will be homes provided
in most price ranges although
one objective of the program
is to show ways to produce
more house for the money
than is provided by conventional hammer-and-saw methods.
The program is now building sample homes in nine demonstration
neighborhoods.
The units range from singlefamily detached houses to high
rise apartment buildings.
Sites include Indianapolis,
Jersey City; Kalamazoo,Mich.
Macan, Ga.; Memphis, Sacramento, Calif.; St. Louis; King
County, Wash. suburbs; and
Seattle.
"Operation Breakthrough is
actually aimed at generating
a process of change, improvement and modernization oi
the entire business of housing,
for the benefit of all the nation's people," Finger said.
"It is aimed at speeding
Uniform codes
the changes needed in every
element that affects housing,
In addition to demonstrating the lkst' of prefabrication so that we can be more conRay Roberts is Qualified to be your Representative
techniques and futuristic build- fidept that we will be able to*
InAteriaiSi-tb.e program is .provide 26 million additional
'
. housing unit,. in this ae e.
aimea at producing uniform
RAY ROBERTS has the respect at those who have been
national building codes, more That works out to about one
associated with him in business. His fellow Realtors have
efficient use of labor and im- house every IELseconds - a
elected him to lead them as their President twice in the past
proved financing methods, he surprising statist/E but certainfour years.
said.
ly within the realm of our
Another prime goal is to national. capability."
RAY ROBERTS is a public spirited individual. This is
evidenced by the fact that he has helped in the summer youth
program for many years, he has served as President of the
Murray Baseball Ass., he has served as President of the
Murray Thorobred Club, He is a member of the steering
committee for a proposed youth center for, all Calloway
County Youth, he has helped solicit funds for many
charitable organizations, he has served in many more public
service projects, all without pay.
Harold
tar.
ere.lx‘i
It Finger, the HUD assistant
tavertary in charge of the
operation, said in a review of
the first two years of the prop..
-Operation Breakthrough is
eitsrentl% in the construction
phase of approximately 2,900
prototype housing unitz in
,tiodel residential communities
across the count." he said.
"As: we move into initial volume production, we are cautiously confident in the results
of the scientific approach'
coupled with the dedication
of all those who have workedon the program."
Finger complained in an
article in the department's
monthly magazine "HUD Challenge" that Operation Breakthrough is usually described as
an effOil to apply factory assembly-line techniques to the
production of houses.
It is that, he said, but it is
also more.
"Accomplishing the goal requires improvement in production, materials, performance
criteria, design, land use, site
planning, marketing, financing,
community attitude and overall management,'" he said.

By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Department of Housing
and Urban Development is
"cautiously confident" its ex-

'
'01ERTS
is interested in the working man. While
M.S.U. he also worked as a laborer at the Tappan
any. He knows the problems which face the working
man.
RAY ROBERTS is interested in education. He has a son and
a daughter who must be educated and he for that reason is
very interested in the plight of the educational process.
RAY ROBERTS is interested in the farmer. His father in-law
is a farmer. He realizes that the farmer Is net receiving his
fair share and he intends to investigate this when he is
elected.

RAY ROBERTS is concerned about the urban area. He
operates a business in town.
RAY ROBERTS is concerned about the rural area, He makes
his home in the country.
RAY ROBERTS IS CONCERNED ABOUT ALL OF YOU
AND HE PROMISES YOU THAT YOUR PROBLEMS ARE
HIS CONCERN.
34 DIE IN RIO RAINS—Battered cars float in a canal in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, after heavy rains battered the
city, leaving 34 persons dead

Imperialt
PO

She's all for
shotgun weddings

JUST PUT ON the market, new SPACIOUS IS the word for this
four bedroom tri-level house. house. Has two baths, carpeting,
Complete with carpet, central central heat and air, nine rooms
heat and air, fire-place and all in all. Also humidifier, electronic
the extras. Located in city school filter system. Excellent location.
district. A deluxe home priced Priced to sell.
A3C SHADE TREES GALORE in this
- By Abigail Van Buren
right. Phone 753-3903.
extra large lot. Has five bedroom
THE FOLLOWING LISTINGS house, plus recreation room,
DEAR ABBY: I read your column faithfully and think
are just a few of the many that three baths, double garage and
you hand out some good advice, however 1 disagree with
you can see by calling or coming many more extras. Owner
you on one very important issue: You don't think a boy or
by ROBERTS REALTY at 505 anxious to sell.
man should have to marry a girl if he is the cause of her
Main, phone 753-1651. They are FOUR BEDROOMS, den, dining
pregnancy.
members of the MULTIPLE area, built-in appliances, carIt takes two to tango, and it takes two to cause a
LISTING SERVICE and will be peting, central heat and air, two
pregnancy. If my unmarried daughter became pregnant,
happy to help you with all of your baths. It's a bargain at $36,000.00.
there would be either a willing bridegroom or a shotgun
wedding.
real estate needs.
SPLIT LEVEL four bedroom
The most important thing would be to make sure the
3,2 ACRES of land with a three house. All the extra features.
child had a name. Then afterwards, if the parents decided
bedroom brick house, 142 miles Eight rooms mall. Owner leaving
from town.
they didn't want to stay married, let them get a divorce. It
town,, buy it for a bargain.
is not as much a blot on the child as being labeled "illegitiEXTRA SHARP three bedroom GOO BUY can be had in this
brick with den and fire-place, three bedroom brick. Has airmate.'
I will be watching the paper to see if you print
only 3 miles from town.
conditioner, electric heat, built-in
this
TWO BEDROOMS, Pt baths, range, outside storage, paved
-PITY THE BABES
carport, large lot, extra large drive. Less than $23,000.00.
DEAR PITY: No one can force a man to marry against
living room in this brick house. EXCELLENT DAIRY Farm
his will, but the law can insist that a man support his
ONLY $10,900 will buy this neat Grade "A" barn, with milk line,
illegitimate child. Besides, an unwilling bridegroom makes a
two bedroom brick, near schools two stock barns, three tobaccc
poor husband and a miserable father.
and grocery.
barns, two houses, four acres
EXQUISITE IS the best way to tobacco base. 207 acres in all.
DEAR ABBY: I recently met a seemingly,nharmirg
describe this carpeted house. Has 100 ACRES of iand. Stock barn.
woman, and on parting I casually invited her to come and
two bedrooms, sewing room, two tobacco barn and old house. Goo
see me "sometime." I meant for her to come and visit with
acres of land, central heat and bottom land.
me for an hour or so.
air. One mile from town.
123 ACRES has good house, corr
She telephoned me the very next day and stated that
FOUR BEDROOMS, extra large base, tobacco base, stock barn
she AND HER HUSBAND would like to come to my home
lot and excellent location. Only tobacco barns.
for lunch on Saturday! This shocked me as I certainly did
$11,000.00.
SEVERAL EXTRA good lots ir
not intend for her to bring her husband. Also, I have been
TWO ACRES with shop building, all seations of the town ant
brought up to never invite myself anywhere. I told her that
spots for trailers, sharp three county. If you are thinking oi
Saturday was not convenient for me, so she has been calling
bedroom house. Only three miles building see us for one of them
me daily to set up &elate.
from town.
choice lots.
g she is this nergreathe beginning of a friendship what
Nk...A:L_ AS__ MB_
Atm .two TWO EXCELLENT buys-in lake
can I expect if we become better friends? Knowing how
bedroom frame house, has houses. One has two bedrooms
presumptuous this woman is, I would rather not get in,carpeting and lot large enough the other has four.
1T1
volved with her at all. How can this be handled.
for a garden. Only $14,000.00.
tactfully?
THREE BEDROOM house,
-SPOKE TOO SOON
garage apartment, and large BY OWNER 3-bedroom brick
DEAR SPOKE: Continue to find each suggested date
shop building. Located near
veneer home 2 baths with utility
"inconvenient" and don't feel guilty. She is obviously not as
hospital and schools. Only room and carport 1633 Catalina
"charming" as you thought she was.
A2C
$14,500.00 for all of it.
Drive 753-9799
APARTMENT COMPLEX. This
What's your prowess! Yourti (eel better U you get it off
has three apartments, all
your rises,. Write to ABBY. Bo: 0700, Los Angeles, Cal.
NOTICE
seperate entrances, all in good
9000. For a persooal reply enclose stamped, addressed
and
rented.
Also
a
big
condition
N.
S.
,
.
•
•
%N.\ •••
envelope.
lot and some furnishings. Near
M.S.U.
SAW
Weir Abby's rim besides. •1111111st Teem-Assn Wast
Se
REALLY NICE this brick noose
Know." seed II I. Abby. Box MM. Leo Angeles. Cal. MO.
time to
,,,has central heat, carpeting, four
bedrooms, two fire-places, extra
large lot, book shelves, lots of
storage, plus a three room
The Calloway County Chapter
apartment. Located near M.S.U.
Banquet on April 30.
of the Future Farmers of
The Chapter voted to elect BRAND NEW, this three
America held its regular
honorary Chapter Farmers bedroom, two bath brick house.
meeting, March 23„ with
401 Maple St. "753-3842
members. The award will be All built-in appliances, central
president Jerry Chapman,
heat and air, carpeting. Only
given at the FFA Banquet.
presiding. The meeting opened
The Chapter voted to par- 125,500.00.
with the official ceremony.
ticipate in Ag-Club Field Day on
Reports were given by Mike
NOTICE
April 30th. Members will enter in
NOTICE
Nance and Jimmy Morris.
the Soil Judging contests, Tractor
Nance reported on the On Foot
Driving
contest, Tobacco'
Hog Show at Murray State
*Judging contest, welding, Seed
University. David Burkeen and
Identification
Weed 'denBilly Potts placed 6th and 7th in
titification, Livestock Judging
the hog judging contest. Other
and Identification of Shrubs and
members on the team were Mike
—
Plants.
Nance, Jimmy Morris, Mark
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
Paschall, Ray Murdock, Curtis The Chapter voted to elect
officers at the April meeting.
Lamb, Randy Tucker, Gary
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
Music was presented by the
Ward, Marvin Pruitt, Johnie
Velvet
Leaf
Band.
Members
of
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
Stockdale, Mike Burchett, Randy
the band are Dwight Holden,
Lee, Frankit Adams, Tom
ST.
LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
Gary Evitts, and Loyd McClure,
Millet', and Pat Ross.
Morris reported on the according to Pat Ross, reporter.
Carcass show at Reelfoot
Packing Co.. Those members
who attended the show were Pat
Ross, Randy Lee, Mike Burchett,
and Curtis Lamb.
The Chapter voted a FFA
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• NO OBLIGATION TO BAIT ADDITIONAL
PORTRAITS
• EXTRA PRINTS AVAILABLE AT REASONABLE
PRICES
• LIMIT ONE PER CHILD TWO PER FAMILY
• AGE LIMIT 3 WEEKS TO 12 YEARS
• GROUPS TAKEN AT 99e EACH ADDITIONAL
CHILD
0
• CHOICE OF poits.

FRI., APR. 7: and SAT.. APR. 3
Photographer on duty during store hours.

Sears
S. 12th Street

9-530 Mon.-Thurs.
9-800 Friday

RE MOVE
Spots: fluf
Blue Lust'
Big K.

— DIRECT SERVICE

RAIT

"=.•
Your child'', portrait made with Eastman "PROFESSIONAL "Ecktacolor Film and materials and
our all new DYNAMIC COLOR background assures you full color fidelity and breathtaking
realism never before possible. You must see this
valve to believe it!

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Sansfaciiuto Guar.ufteed
or Your Moue)Sack

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

2 Dais Only
Introducing New

Sears

-AlAt

Calloway FFA Has Meeting

RAY ROBERTS is interested in roads In his business he
travels the roads of the area everyday. He knows something
must be clone about the rural roads as well as the primary
roads.

(Paid for by Ray Robertai

P AGE NM

Rieh,tut tax-free
status held
WASHINGTON (UPI):
Fifty-six Americans who
reported adjusted gross
income of more than $1
million for 1969 paid no
income taxes at all, according to Rep. Henry S.
Reuss (D., Wis.).
Reuss quoted Treasury
figures that he said
showed that 1203 persons reported adjusted
gross income above $1
million for that year,
meaning that the only
tax .bracket- in which
. there was a hieber percentage of persons paying no taxes was those
earning less than $5000.
Reuss is proposing legn to plug various
loopholes that he
1 says permits many people legally to avoid or
lower tax liability.
• "Everyone except for
the very poor should pay
something in taxes,'
Reuss said. "The benefits that our taxes pay i
(for NM to everyone."

1970 HON]
Call 753-79

' GOOE)US
609(1-021141

AKC RE
• puppies,6
sear old
'Phone 753p 111.

1NE MAl
AKC regis
.

.
BOYS Cl,
75346U.

COURIEF
less than
condition
necessary
Callan&

it4r

Aperrniarviirr Mr,101111111militte7-

19$9 ThII
, very goa
chrome.
9&l5.

71 SPRING 1
' 11, eon .1
:Aiter.V301

I

i

CLEAN
• TREWAX
save mone

KILLER FIRER
IS IN BACK BAY- -flames
apartment buildi
in the Back Bay section jump from the top floor of a 5 - story
of Boston at:
ors. At ast tour
persons perished in the 5 firemen look for surviv-alarm blaze

ANNE
tanted

CrOdit M

OW".411.-4.1P.-111.
•

I.
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get the job done
FOR SALE

DR SALE

/14

3rd for this
, carpeting,
nine rooms
, electronic
nt location.

FOR SALE

AUCTION SALE

LIKE NEW Remington standard
typewriter, $80.00. See at Ward &
Elkins or call 753-1713 daytime or
after five 753-2826.
A3(

WIFV•VIIIIV•VVVV4

E
INN:
:TRIANGL
CAFETERIA & RESTAURANT

TV TOWERS

4
4
Restaurant Opens 5 a.m. to 11 p.m.4
Cafeteria Line Opens
4
11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
4

WHOLESALE PRICES
Expert Repair
Color and
Black & White
Televisions

den, dining
iflees, carnil air, two
t $36,000.00.
r bedroom
a features.
ner leaving
rgain.
had in this
Has aireat, built-in
ige, paved
300.00.
RY Farm
milk line.
:ee tobaccc
four acres
vs in all.
Stock barn
louse. Gooc

Good Tasting Food

TV Service Center

Daily Features . . .

_

GARDEN
TRACTOR

[Child's Plate

house, corr
stock barn

1087
Montgomery Ward

;cod lots ir
town anc
thinking ci!
ne of them

lays -in lakt
bedrooms
111

4

4
69'1
4
79'4
654
7944

49'1 4

4

We Fix Sunday Dinner 4
Only ONE Day A'Week

So We Give It All We've
4
Got!
4
pAAAAAAAAAAAA4

mm brick
with utility
33 Catalina
A2C

NOTICE

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April
FURNISHED
APARTMENT; THREE
furnished BOAT AND Mobile Home ittROOM
3rd at 10:00 a.m. rain or shine at
electric heat, private entrance. apartment
garbage surance Low rates, broaa
with
the Mrs. Attie Harrell home in
set
Near college. Phone 753air- coverage, excellent claim
bath,
tile
carpet,
disposal,
and
Kirksey, Ky. Will sell portion of
6564.
TFNC conditioner. 811 North 16th vice. Check with us before yoti
furniture from two homes; two
A2( buy.
Street. Phone 753-5140.
FOh SALE: The only true love- refrigerators, two electric
Galloway Insurance & Real
at
You can buy-Registered Toy Fox ranges, bed room and living room
Estate Agency
MODERN MOBILE home on
Terriers black and white. Phone suites, four chests of drawers,
private lot. Electric heat, $68.00 THREE BEDROOM house in Murray,Ky. Ph. 753-5842 MayIC
642-1526, Paris, Tenn.
A2 platform rocker, dinette suite,
Hazel Highway
Phone 753-4953
per month. Call 753-8333 after 5 Kingswood Subdivision. Capmetal cabinet, two televisions,
p.m.
A1C peted throughout. Living room, EUROPEAN TOURS beginni4
SIMMONS INTERSPRING radio, vacuum cleaner, two
July 20th for three weeks. Flit
on
den, two baths, kitchen, central
mattress and box springs, full power mowers, walker for
price under $800. For additionql
heat, and air, dishwasher. Phone
size, like new,753-3536.
A2C crippled, nice mirror, quilt box,
information write Fun Tour, B(4
123(50 TWO BEDROOM trailer.
753-7337 days or 489-2455 after
two spools of new barb wire,
M, 510 Wilson Court, Mayfield,
Central heat and air, all electric,
5:00 p.m.
A2C Kentucky.
1969 12x47 Mobile home. Call 753- many other usable items, canned
Al
on private lot. Phone Mrs. Ben
1950 between 7:00 and 11:00 fruit,- cross cut saw and small
Nix,753-3785 after 6:00 p.m. A1C
All Brands
REWARD tor intormatiog
t mornings) between 7:00 and tools.
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom eading to arrest and convictiog
This sale is well spiced! Iron
10:00 Inights)
'
A6C
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished apartment,located 100 South 13th f the driver of the green car that
stone pitcher, other china, cake
duplex apartment, electric heat, Str-eet. May be seen at Kelly's backed into my black Pontiac
Central
91 INTERNATIONAL combine and honey stands, small glass
air conditioned, $100.00 per Pest Control. Married eouple invertible while parked at thc
492-8374.
A2C ware, four smoothing irons, two
Shopping Center
A2C recian Steak House on the night
month, plus $50.00 deposit. Phone only.
old bed steads, a white box top
753-1351 or 753-4599.
AlC
Phone 753-5865
old
real
f March 29, 1971. Joe Forsee 753'three
machine,
sewing
Thursday CHICKEN CREOLE
DEN SET, Pecan Wood. brown
A
FURNISHED APARTMENT for '70.
fabric upholstery. Good con- rockers, one goose neck rocker,
LOUISIANNE
Delicately
Flavored
marble
a
with
feet,
table
center
one
girls,
from
block
University
AlP
BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
PRACTICALLY NEW bed with dition. 753-6587.
SPECIAL ON men's silk and w
beautiful picture frame shadow
Friday BROILED CALF LIVER
Apartment, unfurnished, two campus. See at 1612 Main Street
full size foam rubber mattress; to
suits. New shipment just arriv
tea
box, jugs,.jars, spit basket,
A
753-3106.
call
or
kitchen,
room,
living
bedrtiom,
fit Mobile home. See at Fox
$49.95 shirts, ties, pants, belts a
HP
14
kettle, Wash kettle, shaving mug,
WARDS
AirCarpeted.
bath.
utility and
...,..Meadows E-3 Phone 753-4768. A3C
Saturday BARBECUED RIBS
Ladies sportswear-nylqn
handkerchief box, oil lamp, brass
VARIBLE SPEED
Dishwasher, DOWNSTAIRS APARTMENT, etc.
conditioned.
slacks as low as
polyester
and
cabinet,
safe
four
rooms with bath, utility,
cow bell, ten door
refrigerator, stove, garbage
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
Sunday PRIME ROAST BEEF
.
carpeted, all electric,large yard. $4..99 Flowers Factory Outlet .118
can. Some out side_
fruit
bated
from
Across.
Westview
disposal.
- glue • Lustre- to clean .reigs-enii
E. Washington Paris, Tenn. 1*
desirable old pieces.'this home
A
Nursing Home on South 16th Phone 753-1311.
• upholstery. Rent shampooer $1.
for sale privately. Ben Harrell
A6(
Street. Phone 753-4974.
Western Auto, "Home of the
Your Choice of
ELECTROLUX SALES &
Douglas 11
administrator,
10)(55 MOBILE home, 2 bedroom
A3C
Wishing Well."
4"
Cut
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C.
or
42"
Shoemaker Auctioneer. Drinks
conditioner,
air
and
washer
apartment
with
TWO BEDROOM
Half Portions of Meat
getables, & Potato
Sanders, ,phone 382-2468, F
and eats will be served. Saturlocated in Fox Meadows, S. 16th
newly decorated. Phone 753_I
GOOD USED Homko riding lawn
April
day, April 10, will have Mrs. R. D.
A3C mington, Kentucky.
St. 753-3254.
2796.
mower, inflated tires, 8 h.p., 26
McDaniel's sale, two miles west
inch cut used about 2 months. 753510 Main 753-1966 of Almo Heights. A large variety
NOTICE
A7C
NOTICE
NOTICE
8401
of tractor and equipment, truck
trailers, wagons, dump trucks,
12 Ft. ALUMINUM jon boat, PENTA TREATED lumber.
goniteyorst manure spreader
-heavy giurge, one year old,* $75 1iesistant- 4o rot and-termites,
small items any farmer can
any
and
docks
boat
for
Ideal
after
call Don Roach at 753-5971
A3C
use.
A3C weather exposed uses. Murray
5:00 p.m.
I.umber Co., Maple Street,
ITC AUCTION-APACHE
Silver
18 INCH PORTABLE color T. V. Murray,Ky.
Eagle tent trailer, two gas stoves,
and 9x12 brown oval braided rug,
reasonable. Phone 753-9371. A3C 3 REGISTERED poll hereford one gas lantern, one gas bottle
with regulator, three 9x9 umbulls, year old past, 437SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
A3NC brella tents. To be sold at auction
4280
at the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
PRICE MOBILE
C'OOK AND Car Hostess. Apply RAILROAD WELDING and
AUTOS FOR SALE
parking lot, two p.m. Saturday,
in person. No phone calls please. wrought iron shop. East Maple
HOME CENTER
April 3.
A1C
K. & N. Drive Inn. 4th & Street, across from Murray
hardtop call
4-door
CHEVY
1957
Komes from '2,995°'
A3 Lumber Co., owned by Dan
Sycamore
A3P
489-2423.
HELP WANTED .
Hutson, operated by Bandi.
low as '195x Down
,ThS-Atiaa.
APRIL7C
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
1988 OLDSMOBILE, full power, NEFDSOMEONE t2 do yard and SAI.ES PERSONNEL salary plui
Murray, Ky. Next to
with low mileage; air con- garden work 2 days a week . Call commission,
of
location
Holiday Inn
ditioning, vinyl top, white with 753-1432 between 10:00 a.m. and positions: Benton, Mayfield, and AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
A2C Paducah. Also management compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
black interior, $1750: 1948 3:00 p.m.
rental
our
Ask about
Chevrolet ton tow truck with
for office manager, GM,Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
purchase plan, up to 10 yr wrench and power takeoff, good MATURE WOMAN for store and trainee
May IP
HURRY IN
location Paducah, salary $425.00 Route 3, Murray.
condition, 18 inch tires and light book work. Permanent. per month. Jobs Unlimited
finance.
FOR STAR VALUES
wheels $550.00. S & S Used Cars, Send resume to Box 32K Murray Employment Agency, 1627 WILL DO inside or outside house
& BONUS BUYS!
Tenn., Phone 247A2C Broadway, Mayfield, Kentucky. painting. Orbie Culver, 437Puryear,
wit h salary expected.
:i HERDS OF Chinchilla from
NOT ON OUR lc SALE PLAN,
A3C
A2P
5496.
A3C 4179.
442-8161
certified stock, $400.00. Also Toy
BUT GREAT VALUES?
local
WANTED,
SECRETARY
Irish
Poodles, Chinese Pugs,
shorthand,
typist
good
position
immediate
in
yards
MOW,
WILL
experience
CLERK,
SHIPPING
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, 1959 STUDEBAKER Lark, motor
complete with fish, (cheap. runs excellent, good tires and benefits $320 month. Baker and preferred, but not required, high vicinity of Doran, Keenland
Apri122C battery, $75.00 1208 South 16th Baker Employemt Service 1025 school graduate, $1.87 per hour. Subdivision and Gatesboro
Phone 753-1862.
West Broadway, Mayfield, Ky. Contact State Employment Of- Subdivision. Call Ken Grogan 753Street, Murray, phone 753Murra
418 Main
Phone 753-1231
A3C fice, 319 South 7th Street, 4978
A3C
A3C 247-1501
8249.
REMOVE carpet paths and
A3C
Mayfield, Phone 247-3857.
FURNITURE REFINISHING. REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
CARD OF THANKS
EXPERIENCED COOK; must
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer $1. 1964-V;W:Gamper van. Recently be neat, efficient and have good WANTED EXPERIENCED All work guaranteed. Free
We wish to express our sincere
A3C overhauled. Four new tires. $650. references. Good working con-- painter full time. Call 753Big K.
pickup and delivery. Free
BY OWNER Three bedroom BEDROOM brick with spacious thanks and appreciation to one
A1C ditions. Afternoon shift, full time 8359.
3
Phone 753-8786.
A3C estimate. Antique or natural
brick house on Loch Lomond, one
family room. Fully equipped and all for kindness shown us
finish. Jerry McCoy,753work. No phone calls. Apply
block from Robertson School.
Factory Direct
kitchen, carpeted throughout, 2 during the illness and death of
5C
May
3045.
to
needed
MAN
OR
WOMAN
Smorgasbord.
House
Colonial
appliances.
built-in
Family room,
1966 CORVETTE convertible,
ceramic baths. Central heat and our mother Mrs. Jessie ThunMAGNIFICENT
Raaleigh
A1C
for
supply
demand
1'2 baths, double carport, concall 753-7178 after 5:00 p.m. A1C
MAGNAVOX
Products. Can earn $5.00 dt'Id up MOBII.E HOME Transporters. crete drive, cyclone fence, A-C, attached garage and patio. man. Especially do we want to
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
WANTED: PART TIME baby an hour. Write giving phone no.: Local and Nationwide. Insured, central heat and air. Price Excellent location, near the new thank the doctors, nurses, and
1963 FORD, 2 door hardtop with
staff of the Murray-Calloway
Call 753Dixieland Shopping Center
at the Presbyterian Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., bonded, safe, reliable. Transit reduced to $24,500.00 Phone 753- city high school.
sitter
AlP
A-C. Call 753-7507.
AlP Hospital. Also Bro. Wilson, Dr.
7507.
Church. Apply in person from Freeport, Ill. or call 815-232- Homes. New Concord. Call 436- 5921
AlP
Chiles, Bro. Gibson and Bro.
A3C
A3t 4161.
A2C 2197.
&30 - 4:30.
318,
Gallimore for their words of
500,
Coronet
DODGE
with
rugs
1967
...CLEAN YOUR
FOR SALE
52 ACRES open land on Hwy. 121
comfort. The Cherry Corner
NOTICE
TREWAX Rug shampooer and bucket seats,4 in floor, automatic
NOTICE
NOTICE
Choir for the song service arid the
in Coldwater about 30 acres
" save money. Purdom's Inc. A1C power steering and brakes.
3 bedroom frame house with James H. Churchill Funeral
tendable, beautiful building site
hone 753-8717 before 1:00
SAN% %N.'S\ %\\%%%"s%\%\%%\%%',\%
attached garage, large
with shade. Only $14,000.
A6C
Home tor their wonderful ser1989 311IUMPH 650 motorcycle,. 10.
in back yard located
fenced
Extracondition.
very good
vice. We also want to
at 509 So. 8th, if interested
thank all who sent flowers, food
chrome. Call after 7 p.m. 753- 1968 FORD 17 TON short wide
NICE 2 bedroom home on 5 acres
IC
A
753-5870.
call
AlP
and all that visited. Also thanks
9635.
about 3 miles from Murray, fire
bed. Phone 753-6438 after 5:00
"to Mrs. Estelle Spiceland for theplace, built-in kitchen, carport,
A3
Or all day Saturday.
p.m.
SPRING FORMALS sizes 9 and
good well, built in 1968. Priced at ABSOLUTELY MUST sell three obituary. God Bless each and
•
11, call Jeanie McKee 753-9538
bedroom brick on 34 acres. everyone of you.
$14,000.
Call
$350.00.
AlP 1961 FORD pick-up.
atter 4,i 30 p.m.
$16,000.00 asking price. Any
A3C
492-8603.
The children of
60 ACRES with good old frame reasonable offer will be accepted.
%
k.2NC
Mrs. Jessie Thurman
house, about 30 acres fenced 20 Phone 436-2458.
_HIGHWAY 141 SOUTKAAURRAY,IY. NE" DOOR 111A011DAYANA
1970 HONDA Ikotorcycle, 750 cc.
acres in bottom about 3 mile off
ITE
A3C
('all 753-7930.
r
in Stella Keth
NOTICE
Hwy. 641 at Almo Heights. HOUSE AND lot
lucky on Highway 121 between
$12.500.
GOOD USED upright piano, real
Murray and Mayfield 753good condition. Call 753-8243. IC
A1C
4668
veneer
NEW 3 bedroom brick
home on Hwy. 94 about 10 miles
AKC REGISTERED Pekingnese
from Murray, carport, electric THREE ACRES with gooa
puppies, 6 weeks old, also, one 2heat, carpet, good well, lot 165 x niodern two-bedroom house two
sear old female Pekingnese.
miles from city limits on Ky.
200, $15,000.
Phone 753-9974 after 5:00
1560, "Wiswell Road." Has good
A3C
p.m.
11./heel 787‘DILA e
well, good garden, outbuildings,
2 BEDROOM frame home on fenced pasture and shade trees
and
white,
1NE MALE toy poodle,
large lot near High School
galore. Has 7,7 per cent VA
Hospital, $10.000.
.KC registered 8 weeks old. 753i transferable loan covering
A2C
8552.
;
three-fourths the price.

ANTENNAS

DRE in this
ve bedroom
ion room,
garage and
s. Owner

NOTICE

NOTICE

Ikx_s_d0

•

I
SPP"
4i.14,f*
I

SALE STARTS
Air,*
.4-
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ALE & STUBBLEFIELD REXALL DRUG STORE':

Grand Opening!!
* April 2-3-4 *

PRICE MOBILE HOME CENTER

Wbeel andleal
hays

BOYS CLOTHES, size six. Call
A2C
753-1655.
COURIER CB radio, 23 channel,
less,than one year old, excellent
equipment
All
condition.
necessary for operation included.
t'aliafter 4:00p.m. 436-2240. A2C
SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted responsible party to
over spinet piano. Easy
terms. Can be seen locally. Write
credit Manager. I'. 0. Box .76.
A6P
Shelbyville. Indiana 46176

tor v

4

Your Wheel Horse
Dealer in
Murray is:

McCUISTON
AUTO ELECTRIC
New Concord Rd.
Murray, Ky. _

* The Area's Newest MObilt Home Dealer
* Complete New Stock of Name Brand Mobile Homes
* We Feature Rental;Purchase Plan or Up To 12 Years
Financing
* We buy in volume to Se1.1 at Discount Prices
* A Factory Representative Will Be On Hand for All
Queistions
If You Can't Stop In, Call Us Today
- 753-3640
\%,
55%\*
..\\%%\\\,

-WANTED TO BUY

....%\s‘•
ss\•,
s,

%%%%„„\NO.,'

%%N.%

WANTED TO BUY

thro
The

I

A JUNKED Dart or Valiant. Call WANT TO buy used
A3C Phone 753-7112
492-8603.
USED OUTBOARD motor,
WANT TO BUY, logs and be in good condition 10 H P
2C
standing timber. Also have for above. Phone 753-3143
;ale lumber and sawdust.
LAM &FOUND
Murray Saw Mtn and Lumber Cc
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
GERMAN SHEPHER0
month 'female, silver and I Hit,
USED MINI Bike or go cart. Call lost in vicinity oi Story's 75
A2P 22511
\
• 753-8106 after 7p.m.

FOR SALE OR RENT
THREE BEDROOM brick house,
two baths. 222 South 11th Street.
Possession April 1. Phone 753TFC
2987:
WAN i ..D TO RENT

NICE 3 bedroom brick home on
13 acres about 10 miles from
Murray on Hwy. 121 West, all
Fenced. good small stock barn.
storage house, all good land
priced at $19,000

Al-S0 a three bedroom brick 520
Whitnell, a magnificent home
1209 DOR AN Road and a
- Money-Making", 30 space,
Mobile Home Court.

FOR THESE and "Multiple
WANT TO RENT: farm land in NICE LOT 85 x 205 in Bagwell Listed"
properties and to "List"
vicinity around Hazel Phone 753- Subdivision only $2,1013,
to sell call C 0. Honduran
,
A3
8090 after 5:00 p.m.
li ea It y 753-9954 or 753,3460. A21
COUPLE WITH small child Galloway Insurance & Real
FOR ADVANCED
wants to rent reasonable house Estate Agency
SKILLS...
preferably in country. Phone 753- Murray. K ITh 753-5842
AIC
HIRE
THE
VETERAN!
,
504

Classified
Ms

EXPOS REASSItiN
WEST PALM BEACH , FIS.
I UPI(-The Montereal Expos
reduce their roster to 37 players
Sunday when they sent pitchers
Bill Dittman, Rich Nye, Chip
Lang and Dale t Murray along
with catcher Johrl Olerud to their
Homestead, Fla., minor league
camp for re-asswnment

'
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Today's Stock
Market

iconunueo tram Page 1)
(Continued from Page j
a life sentence after almost aix
hours. The sentence required ,ubstanttally in the last two
NEW
YORK (UPI)-The
five votes out of the six jurors years, we still have one of the
stock market opened firm in
A unanimous vote would have lowest electric rates in the United
moderately active trading tobeen required for the death States."
day.
Walker
Concerning pollution,
penalty.
Shortly after the opening, the
Caney spent his third day ih said TVA is adding equipment to
Dow Jones industrial average
the Ft. Benning stockade tocia all of its generating plants to
showed a gain of 0.84 at 905.21.
and seemed bound for the reduce the amount of pollution
Advances led declines, 183 to
Leavenworth disciplinary bar that goes into the air,
125 among 463 issues across the
racks by weekend.
tape.
There was a possibility he "This costs money," Walker
continued,"
contribute
to
air General Motors was uncould be granted a "deferment
changed at 82 in the automotive
from confinement" asked by pollution; the waste that we drop
group, as was Chrysler and
the defense that would give him along the highways and counAmerican Motors at 261
/
2 and
not
only
tryside
adds
to
the
the same freedom of movement
..Murray High School HaY Club students are pictured with Ed
6/
1
2, respectively. Ford surrenon this post that he has enjoyed pollution problem but also mars
Carrot, manager of Carrel Volkswagen, as he presents the key to
dered
18
to
601
/
2
.
for the last 18 months, living in the beauty of our land.
a new VW bus for the boys to make the trip to the 1971 Kentucky
In the steels, U.S. Steel
his bachelor apartment and
Youth Assembly at Louisville and Frankfort. The students, acEach of us should resolve to dipped Ls to 32/
1
2, but Bethledoing as he pleased.
companied by their faculty advisor, Ron Beshear, left this
try and find answers to these hem gained /
1
2 to 21%. Armco
by the Young Men's
The formal request was made
morning for the Assembly, sponsor
problems rather than being rose /
1
2 to 20L4. So did Jones &
by defense attorney George W.
Christian Association of Kentucky. Boys attenaing are Don
problems ourselves, and become Laughlin at 121
/
2.
-INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL ORGANIZERS-These four foreign students at Murray State
Latimer, but there was serious
Lampkins, Mike Boyd, Christ Kerlick, Ted Howard, Ricky Jones,
3
4 to 138/
1
2
University are involved in the organization of the second annual International Festival on the doubt that Maj. Gen. Or-win C. involved in this fight to curb Du Pont climbed /
Bruce Scott, Bill Adams,Dan Hutson, David Keller, Ronnie Dunn,
Bahram
pollution."
among the chemicals. Union
campus April 24. They are (left to right): Ahmad Allameh of Iran, festival chairman;
Talbott, commander of Ft.
Story, and Joe Resig.
Richard
TVA's budget for the fiscal Carbide edged up Ls to 45%.
Yazdanshenas of Iran, publicity chairman; Carlos Chavez of Peru, program committee chairman
Benning, would grant it, even
admission
year
beginning
July
1,
1971,
no
In
the
public
at
oil
the
group,
Atlantic
Open
to
chairman.
committee
and Mick Ho of Hong Kong, exhibits
though Calley has been a model
charge, the festival will include exhibits from the different nationalities represented on the campus of decorum. Premeditated mur- reflects its commitment to.'tWo; Richfield and Standard of
goals for the Seventies, Walker California climbed Ls apiece to
and a talent show.
der normally is a non-bailable
said, (1) a quality standard of 673s and 56%, in that order.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley )
crime in civil courts.
living for the people of the Occidental held steady at 19%. Federal State Market News
'I'll Do My Best, Sir'
Tennesses Valley region, and (2) United Aircraft climbed al to Service April 1, 1971
Funeral services for Percy
The stubby former platoon
a quality enviroment in which to 40 in its group. Lockheed was Kentucky garchase Area Hog Yarbrough, brother of James W.
leader was put in a stark twolive.
unchanged at 11%. Southern Market Report Includes 10 Yarbrough and Mrs. Thomas
room cell with another officer
Pacific was unchanged at 40/
1
2 Buying Stations
From The
Adlich, both of Kirksey, were
prisoner at the stockade here The West Kentucky RECC
in the rails. UAL Inc. gained /
1
2 Receipts: Act. 492 Est. 800 held today at two p.m. at the
late Monday on his conviction manager said this budget into 307's in the airlines, while Barrows and Gilts 25c higher
Byrn Funeral Home chapel,
the government cludes a variety of research
Foreign students at Murray sophomore publicity chairman. of what
Eastern dipped us to 20%.
Sows steady
Mayfield, with Rev. Thomas
charged
was
-summary
execuprojects
and
cooperative
acBy United Press International State University representing 26
Both the exhibits and the talent tion in cold blood' of
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. ;16.00-16.50; Wright officiating.
crying
tivities
whith
federal,
state
and
FT. BENNING, Ga.-Maj. countries around the globe will show will be judged by a fiveWINDOW WASH
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 115.75-16.00;
and pleading women, children, local pollution control agencies,
Burial was in the Maplewood
Walter D. Kinard, a member of present the second International member panel, and awards will
Members
of the Kappa Alpha US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 115.25-15.75;
and
old
men.
continuing
major
in
addition
to
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Festival
on
the campus April 24. be presented to the winners.
the court-martial jury that
US
3-4
260-280
lbs.
fraternity
at
Murray
State
$14,75-15.2k.
The end of the longest equipment installations to
Yarbrough.. age 54, died
convicted IA.'William L. Caney Sponsored by the International The -pnblic.is 'mailed and enmilitary trial. 'ffi—Aiiieilcan protect air and water quality at Univeteity will have tr wtedow SowsMonday at 3:30 p.m. at the
Students Association, the festival couraged to attend the festival,
Jr.:
wash on Saturday, April 3. US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 113.00-14.00;
history came at 2:53 p.m TVA's own installations.
Veterans Hospital in Cincinnati;
"We left no stone unturned in will include exhibits in the lobby Allamen emphasized. There is
Wednesday when a steady-eyed "Also included," Walker said, Persons needing their windows US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 112.50-13.00; Ohio. He
was a resident of
our deliberation. We gave Lt. of the University School from 2 to no admission charge.
US
2-3
450-650
lbs.
112.00-12.50.
but pale Caney came to a zeak "is TVA's continuing work in washed are asked to call 753-4048
Newport and formerly of
Calley the benefit of every 61:30 p.m. followed by a talent
Mayfield Feeder Pig Sale
salute before the court pres- resource development to help for an appointment.
show in the University School
doubt."
Total head of 397 Compared with Mayfield.
ident who had just read the make
possible
adequate
suditorium at 7 p.m.
last
week 2.00 higher
sentence of life at hard labor, economic opportunities for more
FOUR CITED
Survivors are three sons, Den,
Iran, a
HARTFORD, Conn.-Michael Ahmad Allameh of
light weight under 25 lbs. 30.25 Bobby,and Victor Yarbrough, all
dismissal, and forfeiture of his of the region's citizens."
Four
persons
were
cited
by the
James, 27, discussing Calley's graduate student who is chair8773.10 monthly
pay
plus
Murray Police Department US 1-2 26-35 lbs. 25.00
of Oklahoma city, Okla.; one
conviction with United Press man of the festival, said the
46-55 lbs. 24.25
"The power program," Walker yesterday and last night. They
allowances.
daughter, Mrs. Sharon Mobbs of
exhibits will include a variety of Final rites for Mrs. Emerson
International:
56-69 lbs. 23.50
"I'll do my bes;.
0
„ 4;;Calley commented, "will continue to be were two for speeding, one for
Oklahoma City; one brother,
"Talley, he's just an excuse. StisLinT4eA,_.*w_etrY,_ tapestries, Lola Mae,Hall were held today
financed from its own revenues reckless driving, and one for US 3 26-35 lbs. 26.75
said as the court
•
t,James W.of Kirksey; two sisters,
I mean, the whole system's at handicrafts, pictures; posters at two p.m. atthe chapel of the J.
36-46 lbs. 25.00
Clifford H. Ford, returnad"ohis and borrowings, however, other public drunkenness, according to
Mrs. Adlich of Kirksey and Mrs.
fault. Just like Germany. and other articles of interest H. Churchill Funeral Home with
46-55 lbs. 21.25
TVA programs are financed the citation reports.
salute.
George Hampton of Newport.
You've got to question, you've_,from foreign countries.
70-89
lbs.
17.50
Rev. Johnson Easley and Rev. His best at Ft. Leavenworth largely at public expense for
got to do more than just buy .:Liespect among people is Clay Garrett officiating.
might include applying himself general public benefit, as are
based on understanding," Active pallbearers were
the line."
at
an opportunity to resume his services provided across the
Allameh noted, "so we have Jimmy Wayne Culpepper, Bobby
college career-he was a junior nation by other federal agenSAIGON-WO. Craig Houser, organized a program designed to Jie Hall, Hollie Alderdice, Calvin
college dropout-or taking up a cies."
21, after a four-day "walk to stimulate a cultural exchange Hall, Otis Elkins, and Carlos
Walker said TVA faces a
trade inside the correctional
freedom" through enemy terri- that will enable people of difmassive task in building the
tory, telling about getting ferent nationalities to know each were George Satterwhite, Dave
-Hard labor" is an archaic generating and transmission
picked up by a helicopter from other better."
Triplett, Quiller Knight, James legal term, according to Army facilities needed to meet
He
added that international Wilson, Walter, Wilson, J L. law
his unit:
authorities, who say there projected growth in the region's
"It was the most beautiful students from nearby campuses Culpepper, Rudy Fitts, and Guy is no such thine In the
use of electricity.
sight in the world ... A platoon will be invited to attend this
r
anymore as breaking rocl,st
leader jumped out of the bird festival at Murray State. There
Burial was in the Elm Grove the like. He could be eligible for "Six large generating plants,"
(helicopter) and grabbed me are 89 foreign students enrolled Cementery
he concluded, "and a number of
with
the parole in about 10 years.
at Murray State this spring.
Boy, was I happy."
gas turbin generating facilities
arrangements by the J. H.
Mood In Courtroom
Peter Hay of Australia, a Churchill Funeral Home.
Calley's rusty hair was a bit are under construction or
sophomore, will serve as master
Mrs. Hall, age 76, died Tuesday rumpled as he arrived in the planned, to increase the capacity
of ceremonies for the talent show. at 12:05 p.m. at the MurrayOILERS ACQUIRE STU'RM
red, white, and blue decor of the TVA system by about 80
HOUSTON (UPI) -The Hous- Among the other students in- Calloway County Hospital. She courtroom where the trial per cent the next eight years."
ton Oilers announced Wednes- volved in the organization of the was a member of the Good began Nov. 12. In the audience
day the acquisition of center festival are Carlos Chavez of Shepherd United Methodist sat his girl friend, red-haired
Jerry Sturm from the New Peru, senior program committee Church. Her parents were the Ann Moore.
the defense office, where Miss
Orleans Saints in a straight chairman, Ellick Ho of Hong late Henry and Sally Guill Elkins. The day before, he had Moore talked with him.
waivers transaction. Sturm is Kong, freshman exhibit comSurvivors are her husband, tearfully told the jury that he
He said goodby to his
an 11-year pro football veteran. mittee chairman, and Bahram Emerson D. Hall of Murray never wantonly killed a human attorneys and Miss Moore, who
Yazdanshenas
of
Iran, Route Five;; daughter, Mrs.
being in his life and that the did not weep, and was taken by
Palmer ('ulpepper; two sons, only crime he committed was police to board a car for the
Starkie and Robert Hall; sister "to value the lives of my soockade. On the sidewalk
Mrs. Allen Wells: two brothers, troops."
outsidi, he snapped a salute to
Jack and Carlos Elkiins; five When the silvery-haired Ford, a shouting crowd of 150.
grandchildren; Jetta Carol and 53, finished the reading of the "They
crucified
him"
Jimmy Culpepper, Bobby Joe sentence, Col. Reid W. Kenne- screamed one woman. "War is
iackie. and Donna Kay Hall; two dy, the judge, said crisply: hell. Lt. Calley killed 100
great grand children, Clinto an d This court is closed."
Communists single-handed. He
Karen Hall.
Calley walked slowly from should have got a medal. He
the room with his attorneys to should be made a general."

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Hall

INTERIOR LATEX
FLAT PAINT

SUPER LATEX
WALL PAINT

Austin Editorial:
The funeral for Robert Troy
Geurin of Murray Route Six will
be held Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jerrell
White officiating.
Interment will be in the Barnett
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may call.
Guerin, age 58, died Tuesday at
10:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was born August 17, 1912, in
Calloway County.
Survivors ire his wife, Mrs.
Lena Mae Guerin; mother, Mrs.
Laura Geurin, Murray Route
aSix; two daughters, Mrs. Thoma
(Bobbie l Lane of Murray Rout
Six and Mrs. Ronnie (Joan)
Burkeen of Murray; one son
Jimmy Geurin of Murray Rout
Six; four brothers, Bennie
Luther, and James Guerin, all o
Murray Route Six, and Ot
Geurin of Murray; two grand
children, Jodie Burkeen an
April Lane

The Fashion
Shack
1301 Main

SfROM'S N W ARRIVAL
WASHIN
N (UPI) -Sen.
nd, R-S.C., has
Strom Th
his, new baby
decided tJ
re, in honor of
girl Nancy
his wife-"a beautiful name in
honor of a beautiful lady."
Thurmond, 68, said he and his
wife, 24, had agreed that he
would get to pick a name if the
baby was a girl, and she would
have her choice if it was a boy.
Tharmond's.firit wife died in.
196()

Jim

AUSTIN,Tex. (UPI)- The Austin AmericanStatesman carried the following obituary written by
Nat Henderson on its front page yesterday after
the conviction and life sentence given Lt. William
L. Galley Jr.:
"Obitakry"

THEY HAVE been succeeded by Anarchy. Civil Dig"edleace Shame, Defeat, Selfishness ml Apathy.
• "The Ideath wdi announced by a general court-martial
of six men. Funeral rites apparently will be pending for a
nietinvics are being returned from
inhiieterrels
"
Vitni
ietsa
betro lormonth,fina
te wi
McGovern.
"Pallbearers
re will in, Iude Senators Fulbright, Kennedy
ars
and
"Officiating at the funeral rites will be recent justices
of the U.S. Supreme Court and the heads of state of the
Soviet Union, North Vietnam and Red China.
"ALL MEMBERS of the funeral procession have not been
honorer\ pallbearers will include moratoreiu
temni
ried'but
marchers,
n
"la lieu of flowers, rlourneri may send old campaign
ribbons, and victory medals from the Korean conflict, the
Berlin Airlift, World Wais 1 and II. the Spanish American
War and other skirmishes which the nation ttempted to
win.
"Burial will lw in th, tomb of the Unknown Soldier."
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PRICE

GALLON

NEW FORMULA
SUPER LATEX

WALL PAINT

So tough it's guaranteed to last five
years. On• coat will corer any
color.
Up to 550 sq. ft. per gallon. Washable,
color fast, drlet to a beautiful
finish.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

Murray Supply Co., Inc.
208 East Main Street
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"THE U.S. ARMY, ertally wounded at My La! on
March 16, IN1, died Monday at the age of more than 114
years at Ft. Henning. Ga.
"Sintrime include three brothers, the U.S. Air Force,
the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Marine Corps. However, all
may he suffering from the same affliction to which the
Army succumbed.
"The mother also survives, but she is left without
visit& means of support.
The Army was preceded In death by Discipline,
Obedience, Pride, Honor, sacrifice and Patriotism.
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